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University professor
doubles as fantasy
author after class
By Danae King
Reporter

Professor lames Pfundstein not only
lectures on the classics to University
students, hut he also finds time to
be a writer.
"Well, let's say I have to |write|,
so I sneak it in somehow,"
Pfundstein said, "frequently at
the end of the day. I should be
going to bed but I stay up a few
minutes longer and then it's like
three hours alter midnight."
Pfundstein said thai writing
and lecturing can even overlap in
some aspects.
"I thought they were completely
separate, because I would write
about classics during the day. and
talk about classics and myths
and stuff like that, and then I'd go
home and write these Morlock stories," Pfundstein said. The thing
is though, that fantasy is really a

type of mythology, or mythology is a
type of fantasy. So I constantly find
myself using mythological elements
in my novels, and 1 also find myself
using stories in my teaching"
Pfundstein has written three
books and multiple short stories, most under the pseudonym
lames Enge.
"What linge means is narrow, that
is, not wide," Pfundstein said. The
reason I picked it is because some
people who write fantasy complain
about how confining the genre is,
and how they don't want to be typed
as a genre author, but I write the
genre because 1 like the genre. That's
why 1 picked Enge, but mostly it's
just because it's short and people
can spell it."
Pfundstein has been writing since
he was eight years old, he said. 1 le
started writing when he discovered
that books were written by people.
"Tolkien has this introduction
where he talks about how be wrote
the book and why he wrote the
book, and at that point 1 realized,
'oh people write books." and after I
got done with "Lord of the Kings" 1
thought I would do my own fantasy

Brad Conner becomes chief after serving 30 years with the city police division
ByAliaRapai
Assistant City Editor

In Brad Conner's now office as chlel ol
police, he hns lined the shelves with items
from the many influences in his life, includ
ing his mother's and lather's former police
badges and his master's degree earned from
the University in 2001.
Conner said he has been surrounded by the
pc ilit t- force his entire life.
"hverybody 1 was around was either a police
officer or a firefighter.'' he said.
Having grown up with both of his parents on
the police force, Conner knew he wanted to con

tinue Iheil work. Since he began working with
the police department in his hometown of Lima,
Ohio, Conner has worked more than 30 years
and met his goal of becoming chief of police.
1 leearned his newtitle March 19, oneday after
the formei chiel Gary Spencer retired Connei
was officially swum in as the chief at Monday's
city council meeting.
Having an internal view ol the city's police
division since 1!)M. Conner said one of his goals
as chief is to understand how the members
CHIEF
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James
Pfundstein
e and
Classical Studies
professor

epic, live volumes, ol which I got
like ID pages written. Pfundstein
said. "Bui at that point, my course
was set. and I was always writing
something on the side."
Pfundstein tried several limes to
get his work published, but it seemed
there wasn't a market lor the genre
he was writing. Pfundstein writes
sword .mil sorcery books. Sword
and sorcery is a sub genre ol fantasy
some may call the dark side.
["here wasn't a market foi sword
and sorcery until 2005, when .c
new adventure fantasy magazine
came out. and hi- litsl short sum
was published.
In 2()i)». Pfundstein got an
agent, and within two weeks had
a contract to write two hook- loi

Pyr. a publisher ol sciem e fiction
and fantasy,
"I actual!) sal on it Cot several
months without reading il. Lou
Anders, Editorial Director lot Pyr,
said. T started reading it. and it
was fantastic. 1 couldn't put il down
from the lirst page so I read it ovei
the weekend and I made an offer
the next week'
Pfundstein has written three
books with Pyr, all within the fantas)
genre, that follow the story oi a character named Morlock Ambrosius, a
■101) year-old who lives in an imagi
nary world. Pfundstein said.
" Morloc k. is really beaten up. 1 le's
a magical makei ol great -kill, he - a
warrior who's extremely dangerous,
but he's been disappointed In life
Pfundstein said
Philip Peek, .i professor of classics at the University, is reading
Pfundstein s hook. "The Blood of
Ambrose," with his son.
See PROFESSOR \hqe2

DOWN AND DIRTY

Students speak out about gender rules
By Daniall* Ric«
Reporter

"Thou shall not tweet personal
problems." I his was a law created
Wednesday at the event Men Law
Women Law.
Men and women split into two
different groups and created a list
often laws that each gender should
follow. They then regrouped and
the laws were presented to everyone, and people were able to give
LAUREN POFF
their opinions on the different laws
RULES: The women dunng Men Law Women Law discuss the laws all women should live by
being presented.
"Don't lose yourself to love,"
"Never take your girl to the club" and
1'reshman Joshua Storks-Sayles to open up and see how the other
"Thou shall not take relationship said he liked how the event allowed
See RULES | Page 2
problems to social networking sites" individuals to express themselves.
were among the laws created.
"Males and females were allowed
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WATER: Adam Coldten. Man Demhart and Wes Henderson, with Net Impact, sell dirty watet lot
Woild Water Week outside of the education building

SPORTS
Skate Club takes the ice

US must take caution in Libya

BG gymnasts advance to regionals

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Where would you fly?

BG Skate Club practiced Wednesday

Columnist Dylan Corp reflects on the

Falcon gymnasts Dawn Christman and Kasey

night in the Ice Arena. The club meets

Libyan conflict, and believes the United

Fillmore will navel to Tuscaloosa. Ala., for the 2011

JOSHQUINTANA
Senior, Computer Science
"South Padre, Texas" | Page 4

every Wednesday at 8 p.m. to practice

States must limit force and practice diplo-

Regional Championships, hosted by the University

new skills | Page 3

macy in order to bring peace | Page 4

of Alabama, on April 2 | Page 6
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BLOTTER

CHIEF

From Page l

TUES., MARCH 22
12:17 P.M.
A complainant reported items
were stolen from her vehicle on
North Enterprise Street.
1:08 P.M.
A complainant reported a male
subject left without paying for his
food at the Union.
10:50 P.M.
A complainant reported unknown
subjects were throwing water
balloons at students near Ashley
Hall
11:43 P.M.
An officer reported several
subjects were on the <Mi hill at
the Creason Golf Course. The
officer was advised it was SICSIC
and no problem was found

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

of the community view
lhe police.
This is your police department; we don't police you,
we police for you," he said. "I
want to gel those thoughts
and feelings so we can
respond to that."
One way he said he hopes
to do this is to give citizens
the opportunity to become
familiar with officers so
they can feel more comfortable with the police division. Conner said he wants
to make more of an effort to
meet with citizens in person
and involve more patrol officers in high-activity areas
like downtown.
Mis other goals include
managing the division in a
financially efficient way and
updating equipment so the
department can avoid communication issues due to outdated equipment, primarily
the radios that patrol officers
use to communicate with
dispatch, Conner said.
Conner began working for
the division full time while
earning his bachelor'sdegree
in criminal justice from the
University from 1981 to 1984.
He worked his way up from
a patrol officer to a detective, sergeant and lieutenant
in all three bureaus of the
division. He then became
deputy chief in 2(105.
Throughout the 30 years
with the division, he earned
extra training, including
his graduation from the FBI
National Academy, Police
Executrvel-eadershipCollege
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andNorthwesternllniversity
Traffic Institute. Conner
is also certified as a team
leader for the Commission
on Accreditation for Law
Enforcement
Agencies
and is a Certified Law
Enforcement Executive.
He said his many police
influences have helped
him to get to his new position, including former chiefs
of police Spencer, Thomas
Votava and Galen Ash and
his parents.
"My parents, they've just
always been supportive,
always been loving," he said.
(Conner described that each
influence provided him with
a new perspective and motivation to work harder. He
said he also learned more
about himself by working
with them, sees himself as
a visionary who sometimes
needs to be grounded and
as someone who emphasizes the importance of communication.
"I'm the kind of guy who is
a little more emotion based,"
he said. "I wear my emotions
on my sleeve."
Conner also emphasized
how important volunteer
work in the community has
been to his family, including their work with the
Black Swamp Arts Festival,
youth coaching and the
Bowling (ireen Community
Foundation. He said this has
helped him take advantage
of what the community
has to offer and given him
the chance to get to know
more people.
Conner's wife, Judy, is originally from the city and said
she's glad she and Conner

have gotten so involved in
the community since they
met through mutual friends
in 1993.
"It's neat he's become a
townie' over the years," she
said. "He likes Bowling Green
as a community. He found it
a good fit for him, a place to
stay and have a family."
She said with Conner's new
role in the police division and
the volunteer work they and
their 14-year-old son Brock do
in the city, they have to learn
to create a balance between
their work and the family
time they spend together.
"I very much treasure my
family and friends," Conner
said. "I have a lot of friends
in the community, so I am
that much more excited
about how this allows me the
opportunity to do a great job
for those people."
I le said, however, he does
understand that the chief is
just one person and hopes
the men and women of the
police division will embrace
his philosophy.
Mayor John Quinn, who
named Conner as chief and
swore him in, said Conner
is well known in the city,
especially with his longterm involvement as a part
of the division.
"He is very much a known
quantity and known as an
excellent worker," Quinn Mid,
He also said he looks forward to Conner's plans for
the division.
"Anytime you get someone
new, you expect some new
ideas. When change comes,
we take advantage of doing
things differenUy," Quinn said.
"We look forward to that."

THIS SHOW IS BEING RECORDED Ll«!
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so I get the added pleasure of enjoying the book
myself and reading it to
From Page 1
him, and he's thoroughly
"I think it's terrific. I'm enjoying it."
Pfundstein is working
reading it to my middle
son who's eleven years old. on a historical novel and
We like to read at bedtime another Morlock story as
with our kids, and he is well. His books can be
a huge reader of fantasy," purchased on Amazon,
Peek said. "He loves the com or at Barnes and
whole fantasy genre, and Noble stores.

PROFESSOR

RULES

able to say what they wanted
in a respectful way to the
crowd and get feedback from
From Page 1
a diverse crowd."
Precious Stone's member
gender thought about certain
laws and suggestions," Storks- April Johnson said Men law
Sayles said.
Women Law is an annual
Freshman
Stephanie event usually held by Black
Williams said the event was Intellectual Group, and this
year Alpha Phi Alpha fraterenlightening.
"It informed everyone what nity incorporated it into their
the other gender was think- week of events.
"This event is held every
ing," Williams said. "It also
presented very interesting year, and this year we had
topics that would probably more groups contribute,
never come up in normal to make it bigger and betconversation."
ter," Johnson said. "This
Sayles said there was never year we had H.I.G., Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity and
a dull moment.
"I like it because it was a Alpha Kappa Alpha sororcontinuous
discussion," ity host the event and it
Sayles said. "Everyone was turned out nice."
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Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate
Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

You can access everything
that you need, including tutorials,
via the "Student Center" at the
MyBGSU portal.

Call the Registration Hotline
419.372.4444
from 8»rn to 5pm Monday - Friday
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The BG Skate Club took to the rink in the Ice Arena
on Wednesday
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LEFT: Michelle Rabb of the BG Skate Club practices in the Ice Arena on Wednesday night.
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CENTER: The 8G Skate Club is open to anyone who loves to skate
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ABOVE: Michelle Rabb and the other skaters practiced their jumps and spins during their time on the ice.

ONE MONTH FREE RENT
$400 FREE RENT

12 month lease
with co-signer

2, 3 & 4 bedroom apartments on a
9.5 month lease with co-signer

GREENBRIAR

Specials end March 31st!

INC

445 East Wooster Street

419-352-0717
greenbriarrentals.com

FORUM

"I'm the kind of guy who is a little more emotion based. I wear my emotions on my sleeve.
- Bowling Green Police Chief Brad Conner, on what he brings to the job [see story, pg. 1].
Thmsday. Maich 24,2011 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Where would you fly?
"California."

"LakeTahoe"

"Vegas."

"Hawaii."

fc

f

BHICt MILLESON
Freshman.

SAM WHITE.
Freshman.
Undecided

7i*

VCT

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
NICK MIKELS
Sophomore.
Sports Management

JUSTIN WICKER.
Freshman,
Social Studies

US must exercise caution when trying to
stop Gadhafis attacks on his people
Aggression, force will not solve conflict in Libya, diplomacy is key to revolution's success
By Dylan Corp
Columnist

lor the past few weeks I have
struggled <in how to cover
the conflict in Libya. It's an
event that gets more complicated every day. It's a gravely
serious time, and any action
that is taken in it will have
many repercussions.
As a student in Northwest
Ohio, the only repercussion
1 have felt so far is the thinning of my wallet, as gas
pi ices have soared since
the conflict began. It can be
easy to forget that on the
other side of the world, children and their parents are
living through this revolution. Everything that is done
to handle it must be done
with the utmost caution.
Within the past week the
situation in Libya has turned
especially sour. Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi has
been out for blood, killing
those in his country protesting and revolting against his

government. The United
Nations, in an attempt to
quell the deaths of civilians
has issued a no-fly zone over
the country and attacked
key areas in order to enforce
it. Gadhafi claims that these
attacks are actually the ones
killing civilians.
China, Russia, India and
Brazil are all scrutinizing
our actions very intensely. They have denounced
the airstrikes and believe
American arrogance might
become an issue and imperil
the lives of the civilians in
Libya. Instead of ignoring
them, we must listen to them.
After all, we are trying to
stop deaths of civilians and
not cause them. We need to
listen to these people, but
prove them wrong.
Make no mistake, Gadhafi
must be stopped. What he
is doing to his people is
despicable. He has issued
cease-fires to bide himself
time while continuing to kill
rebel forces. There have been

reports that he is kidnapping
and detaining rebels in large
cities still controlled by him.
Other reports state he is
deliberately attacking paramedics who help injured
protesters, as well as using
ambulances in his attacks.
None of these actions
should be carried out by a
leader against his people.
The United States, however
cannot simply annihilate
any dictator that should not
be in power. If so we would
be in fifty other countries
across the world right now.
Libya is a delicate place.
It is a massive oil producer and therefore a very
wealthy plot of land. Any
excessive aggression in
the area will appear to our
enemies as a play for oil,
not for the people.
The action in Libya so
far, I believe, has been
smart and necessary, but
the United States must be
careful on what it does next.
Aggression is not the tool

of choice here. Patience
and diplomacy must be
utilized in order to assure
that the situation does not
escalate any further.
I say diplomacy and
patience because the U.S.
can afford another war. We
cannot afford it morally, and
we definitely cannot afford
it financially. We must put
down the big stick for the
time being.
The United States must
refrain from using any more
force in this conflict. The
fight began with the people
of Libya. It was their unhappiness and their passion that
sparked this revolt. They
must be the ones to fight it.
We can support them, we
can put sanctions against
the government, but we can
not fight with them.
America must be the bodyguard, not the bully.

Respond to Dylan at
theiwws@bgiwuis.com
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story7 Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

If takes Z>,000 cons to supplu *e fTf~L
loitk cnoubk (cotter for a
year V supply of footballs

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
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■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at me bottom of this
page
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a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Existence of humans
makes up small portion
of Earths history

After the recent tragedy in
lapan, we are again reminded just how fragile the Earth
can be. It is. at times, a chaotic and unpredictable force
and at others a casual walk
in the park.
It also embodies unending and invariable consistency. Each day, for billions
of years now, the Earth has
allowed the ever-slight combination of luck which somehow makes life possible.
It is almost impossible
to ascertain where we, as
human beings, fit in the
timeline of the Earth. That
age-old philosophical question, "why are we here?" has
yet to make itself known
(something to do with
doughnuts, I hope).
We live in a very interesting point in history. The
marvels of the Internet, scientific development — albeit without flying cars yet
— continue to amaze us and
push us forward technologically into the future.
Seeing as we cannot yet
explain why we fit into
Earth's history, we can at
least figure out how we do.
We may want to break out
our abacuses for this one.
I.ct's assume that the
world's history is the length
of one full school year. The
first class will be the beginning of its history, and as
the days and weeks pass, we
move further into Earth's
timeline. To make things
easier, there will be 36 weeks,
each consisting of three one
hour classes.
We begin with that tough
geology class which, sadly,
has another exam coming
up. The good news is that it's
early April, so only about a
month left in the year. This
is also the point where the
first rocks developed, and
you would have known that
if you'd studied for the exam
a little more.
Rocks are fairly old, and I
don't just mean Steven Tyler.
Fish on the other hand, not
so much. At just a couple
hundred million years old,
fish haven't even made it
past a full month of school.

This is around the middle of
September, where even the
smartest students have yet
to memorize all their teachers' names.
All this studying and classwork means it's time for a
break. Eortunatcly, "lurassic
Park'' is playing on television. You think to yourself,
"isn't there something better
I could be doing than watching 'Jurassic Park'?" The
answer is no, no there isn't.
The whole movie involves
the concept of the extinction
of dinosaurs, which seems
so far back in history there
isn't enough characters
allowed in a tweet to give all
the zeroes.
Actually, think again.
When the school year is the
Earth's history, the dinosaurs' extinction has you
watching the movie on week
one, before you've even gotten to your second class.
Lastly comes the modern
human being.
It is now the first day of
school, but we can relax
because it's just the rules
and a syllabus, right? In the
realm of the entire school
year, countless hours of
studying for quizzes, tests,
exams, and homework, not
to mention the time spent
being stressed over said
workload, the existence
of human beings takes up
about eight seconds.
Before you can even read
the syllabus to see what class
you're even in, the entirety of
the history of human beings
as we know it has passed.
With modern advancement comes the often
unspoken understanding
that each passing day is the
height of the world's existence, and perhaps it is. This
is what propels us to keep
working and developing new
ideas. The possibility Earth's
regression, devolution or
general breaking down of
existence is not exactly the
most inspiring of concepts.
Perspective is not an
easy thing to grasp or even
accept. But without at least
a little understanding, we
may blind ourselves to
existence of the world in
which we live.
Class dismissed.

Respond to Tyler at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Wolf hunting deal
faces first test
before judge

Court: No gay
marriages in CA
during appeal

Murder victims
told to 'remember'
gang, then shot

BILLINGS.Mont -Apro-

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)

NEWARK. N.J (AP)-A

posal to allow public hunting of
wolves in parts of the Northern
Rockies faces its first legal test
Thursday, as it goes before a federal judge in Montana who has
twice rebuffed attempts to lift
protections for the predators.

- A federal appeals court on
Wednesday refused to allow
gay marriages to take place in
California while it considers
the constitutionality of the
states ban.

man on trial for a notorious
triple murder told investigators the three college students
were told to "remember the
MS-13" before they were shot
execution-style in 2007.

The hearing before U S
District Judge Donald Mnlloy
in Missoula follows a settlement
agreement last week between
the Obama administration and
10 conservation gtcups.
Facing pressure from Western
lawmakers in Congress, the
groups agreed to give up their
fight to keep almost 1.300 wolves
on the endanyered list in Idaho
and Montana In ewhange. protections would remain in place at
least temporarily for about 400
wolves in Wyoming. Oregon.
Washington ind Utah
-Matthew Brown (AP)

California Attorney General
Kamala Harris had joined gay
marriage proponents in urging the 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals to lift a stay that
had been placed on a lower
court's ruling to strike down
Proposition 8.
In a letter to the court earlier
this month. Harris said sponsors
of Proposition 8 were unlikely tu
prevail in their appeal Keeping
' ■ "e<t. therefore, was a (ruitles- notation ol
lans
civil rigl: Hal
"The public interest weighs
heavily against the government sanctioning such discrimination by permitting it to
continue." she wrote.
Lawyers for two same-sex
couples had sought again to
lift the stay after the California
Supreme Cou't recently said it
would take at least until the end
of the year to consider a legal
question asked by the appeals
court in the case.

Suspect sought
in killing of Ga.
police officer
ATHENS. Ga. (AP)

BGNEWS
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Regulators: Ohio
funeral home can't
liquefy bodies
COLUMBUS. Ohio-An

- Authorities in a north
Georgia college town were
searching Wednesday for a
suspect in a shooting that left
one Athens police officer dead
and another wounded.

MS-13 is a street gang
that prosecutors say provided
motivation for the murders of
Terrance Aenel. Dashon Harvey
and lofemi (eye-OH -feh-mee)
Hightower behind Newark s
Mount Vernon School.

The shooting began just
before 1 p m Tuesday when
Senior Police Officer Tony
Howard stopped a Chevrolet
Suburban, authorities said. The
passenger got out of the SUV
and shot and wounded Howard.

Alexander Alfaro is on trial for
the murders He's one of six men
and boys charged with the murders. Two are serving multiple life
sentences and three others are
awaiting trial

The driver was arrested, but
the passenger ran and encountered another senior officer.
Elmer "Buddy" Christian. Police
said the passenger shot and
killed Christian in his patrol car.

Without the jury present
Wednesday. Alfaro's attorney
tried unsuccessfully to get his
client's statement about the gang
deleted when it is played for the
jury. Jurors were to hear the
entire statement Wednesday

The suspect has been identified as 33-year-old Jamie Hood.
Police said a reward of $50,000
is being offered for his arrest.

Ohio funeral home that is the
first in the nation to use a
cremation alternative that dissolves bodies with lye and heat
has effectively been blocked
from using the procedure by
state regulators.
Edwards Funeral Service in
Columbus is the only U.S. funeral
business offenng the procedure
called alkaline hydrolysis to the
public, according to Jessica Koth.
a spokeswoman for the National
Funeral Directors Association
The process is touted by proponents as being better for the
environment than cremation.
While funeral homes in other
states are moving toward
the method. Edwards' owner.
Jeff Edwards, told The
Columbus Dispatch that he
has used the method on 19
bodies since January.
But a memo issued last week
by the Ohio Department of
Health has left Edwards unable
to continue using the procedure.

Prosecutors contend the
murders were part of a
gang initiation

The health department's
memo directed local officials
not to issue permits required for
disposing of bodies or accept
death certificates when bodies
are to be disposed of through
alkaline hydrolysis.

Baker joins AP
bureau in
Olympia, Wash.
SEATTLE (AP)-Mike Baker.
an Associated Press investigative
reporter based in Raleigh. N.C.
will be joining the cooperative's
Olympia bureau
The appointment was
announced Wednesday by Tract
Carl, the regional editor for the
Western U.S., and Washington
news editor Paul Queary
Baker has covered several
high-profile stories, including the
scandals surrounding politician
John Edwards and the military
contracting firm Blackwater. He
also was part of the reporting
teams that won the Scripps
Howard Foundation National
Journalism Award for the 2009
massacre at Fort Hood and the
George Polk award for the 2010
coverage of the Gulf oil spill.
"Mike's return to the Northwest
will strengthen the AP's coverage
of Washington state government
and politics." said Nancy Trott.
the AP's bureau chief for the
Pacific Northwest.
A graduate of the University
of Washington. Baker began Ns
AP career in 2006 in Olympia as
a temporary reporter covering
the Washington Legislature

-DougWhiteman(AP)

Family: Ky. teen charged in killing was grounded
By Bruce Schreiner and
Dylan T. to..in
The Associated Press

EDMONTON, Ky. -Thestate
medical examiner's office
said a south-central Kentucky
couple whose bodies were
found in their home were shot
to death. Family members
said the 15-year-old charged
with killini; them had been
told he wasn't allowed to see
his 12-year-old girlfriend.
Kentucky State Police on

Wednesday charged the boy
with murder in the deaths
of 50-yea r-old Gary 1 lolloway
and 51 \ear old Barbara
I lolloway at their home
near Edmonton, a rural area
more than It'll miles south
ill Louisville. They were the
boy's guardians
Police had issued anAmbei
Men foi the 12 and the 15year-old aftei .i relative dis
covered the bodies of Gary
and Barbara I lolloway.
Steve Massey. who identified himself as Gary

"That's out of my
league. I have no
idea. You're asking
the wrong person."
■ Massey! Relative

I lolloway s

brother,

said

Wednesday he did not know
of any problems the couple
had with the teenager.
"That's out of my league," he
said from the driveway of his

brother's modest, vinyl-sided
house. "I have no idea. You're
asking the wrong person."
Massey described his
brother as a former dairy
farmer and said he was a
"regular country boy" who
liked to fish and hunt. He
confirmed his brother was
the teen's guardian but did
not elaborate on the relationship and sped away in his
car before reporters could ask
additional questions.
State police said they found
the teen driving his guard-

Coast Guard boat pilot gets jail in fatal wreck
8-year-old victim's family devastated by 3-month-long 'slap of the wrist' sentence
By T«r«nc« Chea
The Associated Press

A1AMEDA, Calif.—A Coast
Guard petty officer was sentenced Wednesday to three
months in the hrig for his
role in a boat collision in San
Diego Bay that killed an 8year-oldboy
The seven-member jury
gave Petty Officer 3rd Class
Paul Ramos the maximum
term of confinement, as well
as a reduction in rank and
pay, after finding him guilty
Tuesday of dereliction of
duty for failure to conduct a
risk assessment.
Thesentencingcameaftera
court-martial at Coast Guard
headquarters in Alameda.

Ramos, 22, waspllotinga33- declined to comment on the
foot patrol craft during San
Diego's annual Christmas
Parade in 2009 when it
crashed into a boat piloted
by Anthony DeWeese's father.
The child was killed, and five
other people were injured.
Michael Neil, an attorney
for the I leWeese family, said
he was pleased the jury gas e
Ramos the maximum jail
term for dereliction of duty,
but said overall it was a "slap
on the wrist for the death of

an 8-year-old boy."
"It only exacerbates the
trauma that this family has
already felt." Neil said.
liamos, his attorneys
and family members who
attended the court-martial

would have carried a maximum sentence of 10 years.
verdict or sentence.
Ramos was being trans- They also found him not
ported to the Naval guilty of three other chargConsolidated
Brig
in es — negligent homicide,
Miramar on Wednesday to aggravated assault and
begin his confinement, said hazarding a vessel.
During the two-week
Coast Guard spokesman
court martial at Coast
DanDewdL
"From the outset of this Guard headquarters, proscase, there weren't going to ecutors said Ramos was
be any winners, but from a driving too fast and failed
prosecutor's perspective the to follow safety procedures.
outcome is obviously disap- The defense maintained he
pointing and immensely was going at a safe speed
frustrat ing," sa id O last Guard and that DeWeese's boat
prosecutor l.t. Commander wasn't properly lit.
During the sentencing
Doug Daniels.
Jurors acquitted Ramos hearing that began Tuesday,
of the most serious charge Ramos apologized and asked
he faced — involuntary for forgiveness from jurors
manslaughter — which and the DeWeese family.
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ians' car in south-central the 12-year-old ran away
Kentucky on Tuesday night.
but were caught quickly.
Police interviewed the two
The Amber Alert described
the Holloways' car, and and said Wednesday mornpolice said a firefighter alert- ing that the boy had been
ed them after he saw it in charged with murder, fleeing
Barren County. Gregory said and evading, wanton endanthe firefighter followed the germent. criminal mischief,
car until state police cruisers reckless driving and driving
caught up with it. There was without a license. They have
a short chase when police not said whether he will be
tried to pull the car over charged as an adult. The girl
about 15 miles from where was released to her parent.
the couple was found, and
State police said more
the 15-year-old drove off charges could be filed after a
the road. Police said he and grand jury investigation.
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I'm the kind of guy who is a little more emotion based. I wear my emotions on my sleeve."
- Bowling Green Police Chief Brad Conner, on what he brings to the job [see story, pg. 1],
Thursday. March 24,2011 4
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US must exercise caution when trying to
stop Gadhafi's attacks on his people
Aggression, force will not solve conflict in Libya, diplomacy is key to revolution's success
By Dylan Corp
Columnist

For the past few weeks I have
struggled on how to cover
the conflict in Libya. It's an
event that gets more complicated every day. It's a gravely
serious time, and any action
that is taken in it will have
many repercussions.
As a student in Northwest
Ohio, the only repercussion
I have felt so far is the thinning of my wallet, as gas
prices have soared since
the conflict began. It can be
easy to forget that on the
other side of the world, children and their parents are
living through this revolution. Everything that is done
to handle it must be done
with the utmost caution.
Within the past week the
situation in Libya has turned
especially sour. Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi has
been out for blood, killing
those in his country protesting and revolting against his

government. The United
Nations, in an attempt to
quell the deaths of civilians
has issued a no-fly zone over
the country and attacked
key areas in order to enforce
it. Gadhafi claims that these
attacks are actually the ones
killing civilians.
China, Russia, India and
Brazil are all scrutinizing
our actions very intensely. They have denounced
the airstrikes and believe
American arrogance might
become an issue and imperil
the lives of the civilians in
Libya. Instead of ignoring
them, we must listen to them.
After all, we are trying to
stop deaths of civilians and
not cause them. We need to
listen to these people, but
prove them wrong.
Make no mistake, Gadhafi
must be stopped. What he
is doing to his people is
despicable. He has issued
cease-fires to bide himself
time while continuing to kill
rebel forces. There have been

reports that he is kidnapping of choice here. Patience
and detaining rebels in large and diplomacy must be
cities still controlled by him. utilized in order to assure
Other reports state he is that the situation does not
deliberately attacking para- escalate any further.
medics who help injured
I say diplomacy and
protesters, as well as using patience because the U.S.
can afford another war. We
ambulances in his attacks.
None of these actions cannot afford it morally, and
should be carried out by a we definitely cannot afford
leader against his people. it financially. We must put
The United States, however down the big stick for the
cannot simply annihilate time being.
any dictator that should not
The United States must
be in power. If so we would refrain from using any more
be in fifty other countries force in this conflict. The
fight began with the people
across the world right now.
Libya is a delicate place. of Libya. It was their unhapIt is a massive oil pro- piness and their passion that
ducer and therefore a very sparked this revolt. They
wealthy plot of land. Any must be the ones to fight it.
excessive aggression in We can support them, we
the area will appear to our can put sanctions against
enemies as a play for oil, the government, but we cannot for the people.
not fight with them.
The action in Libya so
America must be the bodyfar, I believe, has been guard, not the bully.
smart and necessary, but
the United States must be
careful on what it does next.
Respond to Dylan at
thenews@bgnews.com
Aggression is not the tool
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Information Center.
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Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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Existence of humans
makes up small portion
of Earths history

After the recent tragedy in
Japan, we arc again reminded just how fragile the Earth
can be. It is, at times, a chaotic and unpredictable force
and at others a casual walk
in the park.
It also embodies unending and invariable consistency. Each day, for billions
of years now, the Earth has
allowed the ever-slight combination of luck which somehow makes life possible.
It is almost impossible
to ascertain where we, as
human beings, fit in the
timeline of the Earth. That
age-old philosophical question, "why are we here?" has
yet to make itself known
(something to do with
doughnuts, I hope).
We live in a very interesting point in history. The
marvels of the Internet, scientific development — albeit without flying cars yet
— continue to amaze us and
push us forward technologically into the future.
Seeing as we cannot yet
explain why we fit into
Earth's history, we can at
least figure out how we do.
We may want to break out
our abacuses for this one.
Let's assume that the
world's history is the length
of one full school year. The
first class will be the beginning of its history, and as
the days and weeks pass, we
move further into Earth's
timeline. To make things
easier, there will be 36 weeks,
each consisting of three one
hour classes.
We begin with that tough
geology class which, sadly,
has another exam coming
up. The good news is that it's
early April, so only about a
month left in the year. This
is also the point where the
first rocks developed, and
you would have known that
if you'd studied for the exam
a little more.
Rocks are fairly old, and I
don't just mean Steven Tyler.
Fish on the other hand, not
so much. At just a couple
hundred million years old,
fish haven't even made it
past a full month of school

This is around the middle of
September, where even the
smartest students have yet
to memorize all their teachers' names.
All this studying and classwork means it's time for a
break. Fortunately, "lurassic
Park" is playing on television. You think to yourself,
"isn't there something better
I could be doing than watching 'Jurassic Park'?" The
answer is no, no there isn't.
The whole movie involves
the concept of the extinction
of dinosaurs, which seems
so far back in history there
isn't enough characters
allowed in a tweet to give all
the zeroes.
Actually, think again.
When the school year is the
Earth's history, the dinosaurs' extinction has you
watching the movie on week
one, before you've even gotten to your second class.
Lastly comes the modern
human being.
It is now the first day of
school, but we can relax
because it's just the rules
and a syllabus, right? In the
realm of the entire school
year, countless hours of
studying for quizzes, tests,
exams, and homework, not
to mention the time spent
being stressed over said
workload, the existence
of human beings takes up
about eight seconds.
Before you can even read
the syllabus to see what class
you're even in, the entirety of
the history of human beings
as we know it has passed.
With modern advancement comes the often
unspoken understanding
that each passing day is the
height of the world's existence, and perhaps it is. This
is what propels us to keep
working and developing new
ideas. The possibility Earth's
regression, devolution or
general breaking down of
existence is not exactly the
most inspiring of concepts.
Perspective is not an
easy thing to grasp or even
accept. But without at least
a little understanding, we
may blind ourselves to
existence of the world in
which we live.
Class dismissed.

Respond to Tyler at
thenews@bgnews.com
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NATION BRIEFS
Wolf hunting deal
faces first test
before judge
BILLINGS.Mom -Apro-

Court: No gay
marriages in CA
during appeal
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)

posal to allow public hunting of

- A federal appeals court on

wolves in patts of the Northern

Wednesday refused to allow

Rockies faces its first legal test

gay marriages to take place in

Thursday, as it goes before a fed-

Calilornia while it considers

eral judge in Montana who has

the constitutionality of the

twice rebuffed attempts to lift

state's ban.

protections for the predators.

California Attorney General

The hearing before US

Kamala Harris had joined gay

District Judge Donald Molloy

marriage proponents in urg-

in Missoula follows a settlement

ing the 9th U.S. Circuit Court

agreement last week between

of Appeals to lift a stay that

the Obama administration and

had been placed on a lower

10 conservation groups.

court's ruling to strike down

Facing pressure from Western
lawmakers in Congress, the

Proposition 8.
In a letter to the court earlier

groups agreed to give up their

this month, Harris said sponsors

fight to keep almost 1.300 wolves

of Proposition 8 were unlikely to

on the endangered list in Idaho

prevail in their appeal. Keeping

and Montana In exchange, pro-

it m effect, therefore, was a fruit-

tections would remain in place at

less violation of gay Califotnians'

least temporarily for about 400

civil rights. Harris said

wolves in Wyoming. Oregon.
Washington and Utah.
-Matthew Brown (AP)

"The public interest weighs
heavily against the government sanctioning such discrimination by permitting it to
continue." she wrote.
Lawyers for two same-sex
couples had sought again to

Murder victims
told to 'remember'
gang, then shot

Suspect sought
in killing of Ga.
police officer

NEWARK, N.J (AP) - A
man on trial for a notorious
triple murder told investigators the three college students
were told to "remember the
MS-13" before they were shot
execution-style in 2007.

ATHENS. Ga. (AP)

MS-13 is a street gang
that prosecutors say provided
motivation for the murders of
Terrance Aeriel, Dashon Harvey
and lofemi (eye-OH-feh-mee)
Hightower behind Newark's
Mount Vemon School.

Regulators: Ohio
funeral home can't
liquefy bodies

Baker joins AP
bureau in
Oly mpia. Wash.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - An

SEATTLE (AP) - Mike Baker,

Ohio funeral home that Is the

an Associated Press investigative

Georgia college town were

first in the nation to use a

reporter based in Raleigh. N.C..

searching Wednesday for a

cremation alternative that dis-

will be joining the cooperative's

suspect in a shooting that left

solves bodies with lye and heat

Olympia bureau

one Athens police officer dead

has effectively been blocked

and another wounded.

from using the procedure by

The shooting began just

The appointment was
announced Wednesday by Traci

state regulators.

Cari. the regional editor for the
Western U.S.. and Washington

Edwards Funeral Service in

news editor Paul Queary

Senior Police Officer Tony

Columbus is the only U.S. funeral

Howard stopped a Chevrolet

business offering the procedure

Suburban, authorities said. The

called alkaline hydrolysis to the

passenger got out of the SUV

public, according to Jessica Koth.

scandals surrounding politician

and shot and wounded Howard.

a spokeswoman for the National

John Edwards and the military

Baker has covered several
high-profile stories, including the

Funeral Directors Association

contracting firm Blackwater He

the passenger ran and encoun-

The process is touted by pro-

also was part of the reporting

tered another senior officer.

ponents as being better for the

teams that won the Scripps

The driver was arrested, but

Without the jury present
Wednesday, Alfaro's attorney
tried unsuccessfully to get his
client's statement about the gang
deleted when it is played for the
jury. Jurors were to hear the
entire statement Wednesday.
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- Authorities in a north

before 1 p.m. Tuesday when

Alexander Alfaro is on trial for
the murders. He's one of six men
and boys charged with the murders. Two are serving multiple life
sentences and three others are
awaiting trial.
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Family: Ky. teen charged in killing was grounded
By Bruce Schreiner and
Dylan T. Lovan
The Associated Press

EDMONTON, Ky.—The state
medical examiner's office
saidasouth-centralKentucky
couple whose bodies were
found in their home were shot
to death. Family members
said the 15-year-old charged
with killing them had been
told he wasn't allowed to see
his 12-year-old girlfriend.
Kentucky State Police on

Wednesday charged the boy
with murder in the deaths
of 50-year-old (iary I lolloway
and 51-year-old Barbara
I lolloway at their home
near Edmonton, a rural area
more than 101) miles south
of Louisville. They were the
boy's guardians.
Police had issued an Amber
Alert for the 12- and the 15year-old after a relative discovered the bodies of Gary
and Barbara Holloway.
Steve Massey, who identified himself as Gary

"That's out of my
league. I have no
idea. You're asking
the wrong person."
Steve Massey | Relative

1 lolloway's brother, said
Wednesday he did not know
of any problems the couple
had with the teenager.
"That's out of my league," he
said from the driveway of his

brother's modest, vinyl-sided
house. "1 have no idea. You're
asking the wrong person."
Massey described his
brother as a former dairy
farmer and said he was a
"regular country boy" who
liked to fish and hunt. He
confirmed his brother was
the teen's guardian but did
not elaborate on the relationship and sped away in his
car before reporters could ask
additional questions.
State police said they found
the teen driving his guard-

Coast Guard boat pilot gets jail in fatal wreck
8-year-old victim's family devastated by 3-month-long 'slap of the wrist' sentence
By Terence Chea
The Associated Press

ALAMEDA Calif. — A Coast
Guard petty officer was sentenced Wednesday to three
months in the brig for his
role in a boat collision in San
Diego Bay that killed an 8year-old boy.
The seven-member jury
gave Petty Officer 3rd Class
Paul Ramos the maximum
term of confinement, as well
as a reduction in rank and
pay, after finding him guilty
Tuesday of dereliction of
duty for failure to conduct a
risk assessment.
Thesentencingcameaftera
court-martial at Coast Guard
headquarters in Alameda.

Ramos, 22, was pi lot ing a 33 foot patrol craft during San
Diego's annual Christmas
Parade in 2009 when it
crashed into a boat piloted
by Anthony DeWeese's father.
The child was killed, and five
other people were injured.
Michael Neil, an attorney
for the DeWeese family, said
he was pleased the jury gave
Ramos the maximum jail
term for dereliction of duty,
but said overall it was a "slap
on the wrist for the death of
an 8-year-old boy."
"It only exacerbates the
trauma that this family has
already felt," Neil said.
Ramos, his attorneys
and family members who
attended the court-martial

declined to comment on the would have carried a maxiverdict or sentence.
mum sentence of 10 years.
Ramos was being trans- They also found him not
ported to the Naval guilty of three other chargConsolidated
Brig
in es — negligent homicide,
Miramar on Wednesday to aggravated assault and
begin his confinement, said hazarding a vessel.
Coast Guard spokesman
During the two-week
court martial at Coast
Dan Dewell.
"From the outset of this Guard headquarters, proscase, there weren't going to ecutors said Ramos was
be any winners, but from a driving too fast and failed
prosecutor's perspective the to follow safety procedures.
outcome is obviously disap- The defense maintained he
pointing and immensely was going at a safe speed
frustrating," saidCoastGuard and that DeWeese's boat
prosecutor Lt. Commander wasn't properly lit.
During the sentencing
Doug Daniels.
Jurors acquitted Ramos hearing that began Tuesday,
of the most serious charge Ramos apologized and asked
he faced — involuntary for forgiveness from jurors
manslaughter — which and the DeWeese family.
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ians' car in south-central
Kentucky on Tuesday night.
The Amber Alert described
the Holloways' car, and
police said a firefighter alerted them after he saw it in
Barren County. Gregory said
the firefighter followed the
car until state police cruisers
caught up with it. There was
a short chase when police
tried to pull the car over
about 15 miles from where
the couple was found, and
the 15-year-old drove off
the road. Police said he and

the 12-year-old ran away
but were caught quickly.
Police interviewed the two
and said Wednesday morning that the boy had been
charged with murder, fleeing
and evading, wanton endangerment, criminal mischief,
reckless driving and driving
without a license. They have
not said whether he will be
charged as an adult. The girl
was released to her parent.
State police said more
charges could be filed after a
grand jury investigation.

WE'RE GIVING AWAY
50" PLASMA TVs

We've got diamonds for the
ladies 6 the added bonus
of a plasma TV for the guys!

Every diamond purchase
with a single stone of
1/2 carat or higger
will receive a

50" LG Plasma TV
Guys...get her the diamond
ring she's always wanted
AND get the TV you've always
wanted, just in time for the
"Big Dance"
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LEAPING INTO REGIONALS
Christman, Fillmore advance
to NCAA meet in Alabama
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U P SID E 0 OWN: Kasey FiUmore does a back ftp on the balance beam at the MAC C hampionsrips last week

By Becky T«n«r
Senior Reporter

"We're so excited... when your goal is to get your
whole team there it's good to have athletes go

This week the gym has been quieter for the BG women's gymnastics team.
After
the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships,
the season ended for the team,
but two athletes will advance to
regional competition.
Senior Kasey Fillmore and junior
Dawn Christman will be heading
to the University of Alabama for the
2011 Regional Championships at 6
p.m. on April 2.
Coach Kerrie Beach said the gym
feels empty since the whole team
isn't training, but the coaching staff
is looking forward to training with
the two athletes.
"It can be difficult competing
individually when you're use to
competing with the team," she said.
"We'll try to teach them that they
can still do a great job without their
whole team screaming for them."
Chiistman will be competing on
thefloorcxercise;shefinished in sixth

every year so they can see what it takes to get
there in the future."
Kerrie Beach | Gymnastics coach

place at the MAC Championships
after scoring a 9.825. She was the
2010 MAC champion with a score of
9.850 on the event.
'Tor Dawn we're just going to continue to work on little places where
we can gain back some tent hs," Beach
said. "But 1 just want her to continue
to compete how she has been."
Fillmore will be competing in the
all-around. She has competed in all
four events for the past six meets after
coming off an injury from October.
Fillmore's best score is a 38.525.
"Practice this week and next
will look pretty similar because
she's competing on all the same
events," Beach said. "We may try
to upgrade some elements ... so

she can receive a higher score."
Beach said she will use this opportunity to get the gymnasts to "perform like they have nothing to lose."
"Now we can coach them to
put everything out there ... without thinking the risk of how it will
affect the team results," she said.
"So we're going to go for it with
whatever we can."
1111 n ii ii c .mi I Christman are ready
to take the next week to prepare
for regionals and to learn from the
experience, Beach said.
"We're so excited... when your goal
is to get your whole team there it's
good to have athletes go every year so
they can see what it takes to get there
in the future," she said.

Top spot up for grabs
among four running backs
By Paul Barney

Running the football was not one of
BG's strong points last season.
The Falcons ranked last in the
Mid-American Conference in
rushing offense and were outgained 1,739 yards on the ground
by opponents,
Senior Willie Geter was the
team's No. 1 rusher in 2011 by
starting 10 of 12 games out of
the back-field to lead the Falcons
with 718 yards.
With Geter out, however, the
running back position is up for
grabs for the 2011 season, and
coach Dave Clawson has four
candidates gunning lor the job.
Junior lohnlVttigrew. sophomores
Ionian Hopgood and F.rique Geiger
and freshman Jamel Martin are all

striving to be the starter when BG
takes the field at Idaho on Sept. 1.
"Those arc four quality backs
and they're all getting better,
they're all pushing each other."
Clawson said. "It's exciting
because the oldest of the crew is
a sophomore."
Hopgood saw the most action
behind Geter last season, playing in 12 games and rushing for
167 yards and six touchdowns
on 76 carries.
Geiger played in two games
and had five carries and
Pettigrew had just one carry in
eight games.
While Pettigrew didn't get a lot of
touches, he has stuck out in the early
stages of sp ng practice, accordSee RUN | Page 7
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SPORTS BRIEFS

Miami takes another try at NCAA hockey title

Prochaska one of 40
finalists for NCAA
All American Team

CCHA Commissioner
Anastos takes head coaching
job at Michigan State

Senior Laure*. P'-^aska has been
named one ol 4u I rta sts lor the 2011
NCAA Division I State Farm Coaches'

The Central Collegiate Hockey Association
announced Wednesday that CCHA
Commissioner Tom Anastos has stepped down
to accept the head hockey coach position at
Michigan State University

All-America Team, the Women's
Basketball Coaches Association
announced Wednesday.
Prochaska was named to the list of 52
■ regional finalists last week, earning the honor
for the third straight season. This is the
second consecutive season in which she has
made the cut to the top-40 list
Prochaska concluded her BG career
last week in the first round of the NCAA
tournament, where she scored 19 points
against Georgia Tech.
This season she led the Falcons with
17.9 points per game and finished second
on the team in rebounding, assists, blocked
shots and steals

FACEBOOK
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EYES UP FIELD: Jordan Hopgood (far right) carries the ball in a game at Central Michigan last season.

Anastos served as the league's
Commissioner since March 1996 and is No.
46 on The Hockey News list of 100 People ol
Power and Influence in the sport
He had a tour-year playing career with the
Spartans and has served as a hockey administrator
for the past 16 seasons.
T am excited about returning to my alma
mater to lead the Spartan hockey program to
national prominence." Anastos said. "That said,
my 13 years as CCHA Commissioner have been
special. I am proud of what we have collectively
built in this league and I know there's a bright
future for the CCHA"

By Jo« Kay

tations," senior forward Carter
Camper said. "This is a team that's
been through a lot. We're finally
Two years after it came within playing our best hockey at the end
a minute of winning a national of the season."
hockey championship, Miami
Yale snared the overall No. 1 seed
(Ohio) is entering the NCAA tour- after beating Cornell 6-0 to win the
nament with a top seed, a lot of ECAC tournament in Atlantic City,
experience and more momentum NJ. North Dakota, Boston College
and Miami are the other three top
than at any other time.
The RedHawks are in better seeds in the 16-team field.
shape than ever to make a run at
No one has experienced more
that so-elusive title.
Frozen Four heartbreak recentMiami won its first Central ly than Miami, which has grown
Collegiate Hockey Association title into a national powerhouse under
and received one of the four top coach Enrico Blasi, a 1994 Miami
seeds in the tournament, which graduate now in his 12th season.
opens Friday. The RedHawks (23-9- The RedHawks were a bottom seed
6) have won a season-high seven in when they reached the title game
a row and are unbeaten in their last two years ago.
13 games, a school record.
They took a 3-1 lead over Boston
"This year, we have high expec- University into the final minute, then
The Associated Press

TWITTER

RUGBY

gave up two goals to send it to overtime. Boston then won it in overtime
on a deflected goal, a crushing defeat
for an on-the-rise program.
"For the guys who were part of that,
it was an unbelievable experience
for us all," Camper said. "It's something that drives us every day. You
don't want to leave Miami knowing
that was the closest chance you had
to a national championship. For us
seniors, it would be unbelievable to
go out as national champions."
The RedHawks lost to Boston
College 7-1 in the semifinals last season. They've responded by pulling
off an even better season. They made
their fourth appearance in the CCHA
title game and beat WestemMichigan
See MIAMI | Page 7
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG begins spring season

Falcons open MAC play

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BGdubrugby team takes tothe field this

The f3G tennis team will play its first Mid-

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

weekend in Cleveland against the University of

American Conference games of the season this

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

BuffalQ Be sure to check out Friday's edrjon of

weekend on the road at Buffalo and Akron. The

Sports'' to become a fan.

www.tvntttr.com/b9rMw1sparls

The BG News for aful preview.

Falcons have an overal record of 9-J.
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Harrellson, Liggins shine as
Kentucky prepares for Ohio State
ByWHIGr.v..
The Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Until a
week ago, Josh llarrellson's
NCAA tournament experience consisted largely of
towel waving.
The Kentucky senior center
admits he grew pretty good
at it while spending most
of last season on the bench
watching soon-to-be NBAers
DeMarcus Cousins, John Wall
and Patrick Patterson revitalize the Wildcats.
Harrellson even admitted last month a part of him
missed cutting up on the
sidelines during games with
close friend and teammate
Jon Hood. Given a choice, the
typically blunt Harrellson
admits he would liked to have
seen how good Kentucky
would be if Cousins and company chose to return rather
than head to the pros.
Yet
they're
gone.
Harrellson stayed. He didn't
really have a choice.
Neither did DeAndre
I.iggins and Darius Miller,
the two other major holdovers from last year's team
that came one game short of
the Final Four.
There can be a bit of a
stigma when you're an
upperclassman playing for
Kentucky coach JohnCalipari.
His best players tend to have
short stays on campus before
sprinting to the NBA.
Though Calipari said he'll
take talent over experience
every time, hist hree veterans
have given the fourth-seeded

Wildcats (27-8) an unlikely
mixture of both heading
into Friday's regional semifinal against top-seeded Ohio
State (34-2).
llarrellson's
relentless rebounding helped
push Kentucky past West
Virginia in the third round
last Saturday.
Miller was named the
Southeastern Conference
tournament's most valuable player after leading the
Wildcats to their second
straight tournament crown
and 27th overall.
Liggins' massive wingspan
can swallow up opposing
guards. I Ie shut down West
Virginia's Joe Mazzulla in
the second half last Saturday
as the Wildcats rallied to a
71-63 victory.
All this from players who
figured to cede the spotlight
to Calipari's latest group of
precocious freshmen when
the season began.
"I don't have a magic wand,"
Calipari said when asked to
explain the marked improvement of the players considered an afterthought last
spring. "What you try to do is
talk to them about what they
have to change."
For Harrellson, it was getting in shape — and staying
in shape — after Cousins
left and incoming freshman
center Fnes Kantcr was
deemed ineligible by the
NCAA for accepting above
the minimum benefits
while playing for a Turkish
Club team two years ago.
For Miller it meant find-

MIAMI

making Miami the only school
with two finalists.
From Page 6
Camper also was a finalist for the award as a sopho5-2 for their first Mason Cup.
more in 2009. Miami has had
"Anytime you win a cham- a finalist each of the last six
pionship, it's a big deal," Blasi seasons while it morphed
said. "It's really nice to have that from a mid-major southwest
under our belt. A lot of people Ohio college into a national
who came before us put in a lot hockey powerhouse.
of work, so it was nice."
The hockey team has
Blasi thinks this team has as become so good that students
good a chance as any of win- aren't as swept up in its sucning Miami's first national title cess anymore.
in any sport.
The university planned to
"We're equal in skill," he send a busload of students to
said, comparing this Miami Detroit for the CCHA semifiteam to the last few. "We're nals and title game. There was
just probably more of a veteran so little interest that the bus
group and have been through was canceled.
quite a little bit here in the last
"When I first got here, there
few years. We've been through was more because it was
some tough battles in the new." Camper said. "Miami
is still amazing, but when we
regionals and finals."
The Redl lawks have 10 made our first Frozen lour,
juniors and five seniors on the it was crazy. Now it's almost
roster. Seven of their players expected and people don't
have been drafted by NHL realize how hard it is to get to
teams, not the most of any the Final Four."
school but on the high side.
Miami opens against New
Camper and forward Andy Hampshire (21-10-6) on
Miele are among the 10 final- Saturday in Manchester, N.l 1.,
ists for the I lobey Baker Award in the Northeast region. Notre
honoring the top college player, Dame and Merrimack round

DID YOU KNOW

other. We match
up pretty well with
each other."
Enrico Blasi | Miami coach

out that region. Miami opened
the season at home against
New Hampshire and split a
pair of 6-3 games.
"Both sides are familiar
with each other," Blasi said.
"We match up pretty well with
each other."
Yale headlines the East
region, which also features Air Force, MinnesotaDuluthand Union.
Boston Collegetops the West
region, which also includes
Colorado College, NebraskaOmaha and Michigan.
And North Dakota hovers
above the Midwest region,
which also has RPI, Western
Michigan and Denver.
The Frozen lour is next
weekend in St. Paul. Minn.
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ing the "inner tiger" Calipari
"I just wanted to
knew was in there but
struggled to bring out on a
make it tough for
consistent basis.
him in the second
For Liggins, it was realizing his dream of being an
half, which I did."
elite playmaker was gone
and instead focusing on his
DeArdre Liggins | UK gaurd
new role as the team's defensive stopper.
All three have come through by the blossoming Miller.
at critical times for Kentucky, Criticized often during the
which has won eight straight first two years of his career for
heading into the showdown disappearing in plain sight
with the Buckeyes.
during games. Miller has
Ohio State coach Thad given the Wildcats a legitiMalta has taken notice, par- mate third scoring option
ticularly of Harrellson. The behind freshmen Knight and
SLC's leading rebounder will Terrence (ones.
likely find himself matched
The former Kentucky Mr.
up with super freshman Basketball as a high schooler
tared Sullinger.
missed his first five shots
"Here's a guy that's said against West Virginia.
'Hey, here's my job' and I
A year ago. it would have
think he's been very effec- been enough for him to give
tive," Matta said.
the ball up when it came
Never more so than dur- his way. Not anymore. A
ing one crucial sequence in minute after llarrellson's
the second half against the bucket, Miller drilled a 3Mountaineers. With the pointer to push Kentucky's
score tied at 55 and less than lead to 60-55.
6 minutes to go, Harrellson
I.iggins
watched
chased down a missed Mazzulla put up 15 points
3-pointer by point guard in the first half before
Brandon Knight. I le grabbed Calipari sent Liggins after
the ball and tried a putback. him. Mazzulla had just five
Miss. Grabbed it again. Miss. points after the break.
Finally, on his third
"1 just wanted to make
attempt Harrellson got the it tough for him in the
ball to fall, drawing the foul second half, which I did,"
in (he process. Kentucky Liggins said.
never trailed again.
He hopes to do the nine
Calipari called it the play of on Friday night, when hell
the game. I Iarrcllson called it likely be matched up with
just another day in the office.
Ohio State sharpshooters Jon
"1 had to go get it." he said.
Dieblerand David Lighly.
It's a mindset that has won
The task will be the most
Calipari over, one shared difficult of Liggins' career.

"Both sides are
familiar with each
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RUN
From
ing to Clawson.
"John l'eltigrew has really
put together four solid prac
dees," Clawson said. "He's
a guy that came on strong
his freshman year. We redshirtecl him. and lasi year
he didn't come along the
way we had hoped.
"He's out there this year
with a chip on his shoulder like he has something
to prove, and he has really
looked good through the
first four practices, so I
hope he can keep it up."
Clawson said Martin has
a chance to be a really good
player as well.
Martin, who red-shirted
last season, is a 201(1 graduate of Bolingbrook High
School in Bolingbrook,
III., and rushed for 1,400
yards his senioi season,
earning honorable men
tion All-Illinois and first
team all-conference.
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As with the other positions that have what
Clawson calls "internal
competition," Clawson is
nowhere near making a
decision on his starling
running back, as the team
slill has the rest of spring
practice and fall camp to
get through.
But with four young running backs, the excitement
for Clawson will be getting
to watch them improve.
"Those are the guys that
really have a chance to
improve over a spring and
over a canip," Clawson
■•aid "It's really fun to go
nut there every day and
it's verj exciting to see
these young players get
bettei .mil develop and
fust the competition thai
goes mi every day."
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LEAPING INTO REGIONALS
Christman, Fillmore advance
to NCAA meet in Alabama
By Becky T.n.r

"We're so excited ... when your goal is to get your

Senior Reporter

whole team there it's good to have athletes go

LAUREN POFF I THFBGNfVW

UPSIDE DOWN: KaseyFlmcre doesabadfllpoitlvb^ancebevnac the MAC Oarpicrehpslastwek

This week the gym has been quieter for the BG women's gymnastics team.
After
the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships,
the season ended for the team,
but two athletes will advance to
regional competition.
Senior Kasey Fillmore and junior
Dawn Christman will be heading
to the University of Alabama for the
2011 Regional Championships at 6
p.m. on April 2.
Coach Kerrie Beach said the gym
feels empty since the whole team
isn't training, but the coaching staff
is looking forward to training with
the two athletes.
"It can be difficult competing
individually when you're use to
competing with the team," she said.
"We'll try to teach them that they
can still do a great job without their
whole team screaming for them."
Christman will be competing on
theftoorexercise.shefinished in sixth

every year so they can see what it takes to get
there in the future."
Kerrie Beach | Gymnastics coach

place at the MAC Championships
after scoring a 9.825. She was the
2010 MAC champion with a score of
9,850 on the event.
"For Dawn we're just going to continue to work on little places where
we can gain back some tenths," Beach
said. "But I just want her to continue
to compete how she has been."
Fillmore will be competing in the
all-around. She has competed in all
four events for the past six meets after
coming off an injury from October.
Fillmore's best score is a 38.525.
"Practice this week and next
will look pretty similar because
she's competing on all the same
events," Beach said. "We may try
to upgrade some elements ... so

she can receive a higher score."
Beach said she will use this opportunity to get the gymnasts to "perform like they have nothing to lose."
"Now we can coach them to
put everything out there ... without thinking the risk of how it will
affect the team results," she said.
"So we're going to go for it with
whatever we can."
Fillmore and Christman are ready
to take the next week to prepare
for regionals and to learn from the
experience, Beach said.
"We're so excited... when your goal
is to get your whole team there it's
good to have athletes go every year so
they can see what it takes to get there
in the future," she said.

Top spot up for grabs
among four running backs
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

Running the football was not one of
BG's strong points last season.
I iic Falcons ranked last in the
Mid-American Conference in
rushing offense and were outgained 1,739 yards on the ground
by opponents.
Senior Willie Geter was the
team's No. 1 rusher in 2011 by
starting 10 of 12 games out of
the backfield to lead the Falcons
with 718 yards.
With Geter out, however, the
running back position is up for
grabs for the 2011 season, and
coach Dave Clawson has four
candidates gunning for the job.
Junior lohn Pettigrew, sophomores
Jordan Hopgood and Erique Geiger
and freshman Jamel Martin are all

striving to be the starter when BG
takes the field at Idaho on Sept. 1.
"Those are four quality backs
and they're all getting better,
they're all pushing each other,"
Clawson said. "It's exciting
because the oldest of the crew is
a sophomore."
Hopgood saw the most action
behind Geter last season, playing in 12 games and rushing for
167 yards and six touchdowns
on 76 carries.
Geiger played in two games
and had five carries and
Pettigrew had just one carry in
eight games.
While Pettigrew didn't get a lot of
touches, he has stuck out in the early
stages of spring practice, accordSee RUN | Page 7
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Miami takes another try at NCAA hockey title

Prochaslca one of 40
finalists for NCAA
All-American Team

CCHA Commissioner
Anastos takes head coaching
job at Michigan State

Senior Lauren Prochaska has been
named one of 40 finalists for the 2011
NCAA Division I State Farm Coaches'
All-America Team, the Women's
Basketball Coaches Association
announced Wednesday

The Central Collegiate Hockey Association
announced Wednesday that CCHA
Commissioner Tom Anastos has stepped down
to accept the head hockey coach position at
Michigan State University.

Prochaska was named to the list of 52
regional finalists last week, earning the honor
for the third straight season. This is the
second consecutive season in which she has
made the cut to the top-40 list
Prochaska concluded her BG career
last week in the first round of the NCAA
tournament, where she scored 19 points
against Georgia Tech.
This season she led the Falcons with
17.9 points per game and finished second
on the team in rebounding, assists, blocked
shots and steals.
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EYES UP FIELD: Jordan Hopgood (far right) carries the ball in a game at Central Michigan last season.

Anastos served as the league's
Commissioner since March 1998 and is No.
46 on The Hockey News list of 100 People of
Power and Influence in the sport
He had a four-year playing career with the
Spartans and has served as a hockey administrator
for the past 16 seasons.
"I am excited about returning to my alma
mater to lead the Spartan hockey program to
national prominence." Anastos said. "That said,
my 1} years as CCHA Commissioner have been
special. I am proud of what we have collectively
built in this league and I know there's a bright
future for the CCHA"

By Jo. Kay

tations," senior forward Carter
Camper said. "This is a team that's
been through a lot. We're finally
Two years after it came within playing our best hockey at the end
a minute of winning a national of the season."
hockey championship, Miami
Yale snared the overall No. 1 seed
(Ohio) is entering the NCAA tour- after beating Cornell 6-0 to win the
nament with a top seed, a lot of ECAC tournament in Atlantic City,
experience and more momentum N.J. North Dakota, Boston College
than at any other time.
and Miami are the other three top
The RedHawks are in better seeds in the 16-team field.
shape than ever to make a run at
No one has experienced more
that so-elusive title.
Frozen Four heartbreak recentMiami won its first Central ly than Miami, which has grown
Collegiate Hockey Association title into a national powerhouse under
and received one of the four top coach Enrico Blasi, a 1994 Miami
seeds in the tournament, which graduate now in his 12th season.
opens Friday. The RedHawks (23-9- The RedHawks were a bottom seed
6) have won a season-high seven in when they reached the title game
a row and are unbeaten in their last two years ago.
13 games, a school record.
They took a 3-1 lead over Boston
"This year, we have high expec- University into trie final minute, then
The Associated Press
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG begins spring s

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us
for breaking news and in-game updates from your
favorite Falcon sports.
vrww.twitter.com/b9newsspwt1

TheBG dub rugby team takes to the field this
weekend in Cleveland ar^ the University of
Buffalo. Be sure to check cut Friday's edbon of
TheBGNewsforaUpreview.

your account and search "BG N«ws
Sports" to become a fan

See MIAMI | Page 7
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Become a fan of the BG News sports
department on Facebook. Log on to

gave up two goals to send it to overtime. Boston then won it in overtime
on a deflected goal, a crushing defeat
for an on-the-rise program.
" For the guys who were part of that,
it was an unbelievable experience
for us all" Camper said. "It's something that drives us every day. You
don't want to leave Miami knowing
that was the closest chance you had
to a national championship. For us
seniors, it would be unbelievable to
go out as national champions."
The RedHawks lost to Boston
College 7-1 in the semifinals last season. They've responded by pulling
off an even better season. They made
their fourth appearance in the CCHA
title game and beatWestem Michigan

Falcons open MAC ploy

.'

The BG tennis team wHI play its first MidAmerican Conference games of the season thfs
weekend on the road at Buffalo and Alooa The
Falcons have an ovetal record of 9-3.
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Harrellson, Liggins shine as
Kentucky prepares for Ohio State
ByWillGr.v.i
The Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Until a
week ago, Josh Harrellson's
NCAA tournament experience consisted largely of
towel waving.
The Kentucky senior center
admits he grew pretty good
at it while spending most
of last season on the bench
watching soon-to-be NBAers
DeMarcus Cousins, lohn Wall
and Patrick Patterson revitalize the Wildcats.
Harrellson even admitted last month a part of him
missed cutting up on the
sidelines during games with
close friend and teammate
Ion Hood. Given a choice, the
typically blunt Harrellson
admits he would liked to have
seen how good Kentucky
would be if Cousins and company chose to return rather
than head to the pros.
Yet
they're
gone.
Harrellson stayed. He didn't
really have a choice.
Neither did DeAndre
Liggins and Darius Miller,
the two other major holdovers from last year's team
that came one game short of
the Final Four.
There can be a bit of a
stigma when you're an
upperclassman playing for
Kentucky coach lohn Calipari.
His best players tend to have
short stays on campus before
sprinting to the NBA
Though Calipari said he'll
take talent over experience
every time, his three veterans
have given the fourth-seeded

Wildcats (27-8) an unlikely
mixture of both heading
into Friday's regional semifinal against top-seeded Ohio
State (34-2).
Harrellson's
relentless rebounding helped
push Kentucky past West
Virginia in the third round
last Saturday.
Miller was named the
Southeastern Conference
tournament's most valuable player after leading the
Wildcats to their second
straight tournament crown
and 27th overall.
Liggins' massive wingspan
can swallow up opposing
guards. He shut down West
Virginia's Joe Mazzulla in
the second half last Saturday
as the Wildcats rallied to a
71-63 victory.
All this from players who
figured to cede the spotlight
to Calipari's latest group of
precocious freshmen when
the season began.
"1 don't have a magic wand,"
Calipari said when asked to
explain the marked improvement of the players considered an afterthought last
spring. "What you try to do is
talk to them about what they
have to change."
For Harrellson, it was getting in shape — and staying
in shape — after Cousins
left and incoming freshman
center Enes Kanter was
deemed ineligible by the
NCAA for accepting above
the minimum benefits
while playing for a Turkish
Club team two years ago.
For Miller it meant find-

ing the "inner tiger" Calipari
knew was in there but
struggled to bring out on a
consistent basis.
For Liggins, it was realizing his dream of being an
elite playmaker was gone
and instead focusing on his
new role as the team's defensive stopper.
All three have come through
at critical times for Kentucky,
which has won eight straight
heading into the showdown
with the Buckeyes.
Ohio State coach Thad
Matta has taken notice, particularly of Harrellson. The
SEC's leading rebounder will
likely And himself matched
up with super freshman
Jared Sullinger.
"Here's a guy that's said
'Hey, here's my job' and 1
think he's been very effective," Matta said.
Never more so than during one crucial sequence in
the second half against the
Mountaineers. With the
score tied at 55 and less than
6 minutes to go, Harrellson
chased down a missed
3-pointer by point guard
Brandon Knight. He grabbed
the ball and tried a putback.
Miss. Grabbed it again. Miss.
Finally, on his third
attempt Harrellson got the
ball lo fall, drawing the foul
in the process. Kentucky
never trailed again.
Calipari called it the play of
the game. Harrellson called it
just another day in the office.
"I had to go get it," he said.
It's a mindset that has won
Calipari over, one shared
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"I just wanted to
make it tough for
him in the second
half, which I did."
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DeAndre Liggins | UK gaurd

by the blossoming Miller.
Criticized often during the
first two years of his career for
disappearing in plain sight
during games, Miller has
given the Wildcats a legitimate third scoring option
behind freshmen Knight and
Terrence Jones.
The former Kentucky Mr.
Basketball as a high schooler
missed his first five shots
against West Virginia.
A year ago, it would have
been enough for him to give
the ball up when it came
his way. Not anymore. A
minute after Harrellson's
bucket, Miller drilled a 3pointer to push Kentucky's
lead to 60-55.
Liggins
watched
Mazzulla put up 15 points
in the first half before
Calipari sent Liggins after
him. Mazzulla had just five
points after the break.
"I just wanted to make
it tough for him in the
second half, which 1 did,"
Liggins said.
He hopes to do the same
on Friday night, when he'll
likely be matched up with
Ohio State sharpshooters Jon
Diebler and David Lighty.
The task will be the most
difficult of Liggins' career.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Sophomore had
five carries for five
yards last season

ing to Clawson.
"lohn Pettigrew has really
put together four solid practices," Clawson said. "He's
a guy that came on strong
his freshman year. We redshirted him, and last year
he didn't come along the
way we had hoped.
"He's out there this year
with a chip on his shoulder like he has something
to prove, and he has really
looked good through the
first four practices, so I
hope he can keep it up."
Clawson said Martin has
a chance to be a really good
player as well.
Martin, who red-shirted
last season, is a 2010 graduate of Bolingbrook High
School in Bolingbrook,
111., and rushed for 1,400
yards his senior season,
earning honorable mention All-Illinois and firstteam all-conference.

Geiger

As with the other positions that have what
Clawson calls "internal
competition," Clawson is
nowhere near making a
decision on his starting
running back, as the team
still has the rest of spring
practice and fall camp to
get through.
But with four young running backs, the excitement
for Clawson will be getting
to watch them improve.
"Those are the guys that
really have a chance lo
improve over a spring and
over a camp," Clawson
said. "It's really fun to go
out there every day and
it's very exciting to see
these young players get
better and develop and
just the competition that
goes on every day."

making Miami the only school
"Both sides are
DID YOU KNOW
with two finalists.
From Page 6
Camper also was a finalfamiliar with each
ist for the award as a sophoother. We match
5-2 for their first Mason Cup.
more in 2009. Miami has had
"Anytime you win a cham- a finalist each of the last six
up pretty well with
pionship, it's a big deal," Blasi seasons while it morphed
said. "It'sreally nice to have that from a mid-major southwest
each other."
under our beh. A lot of people Ohio college into a national
who came before us put in a lot hockey powerhouse.
Enrico Blasi | Miami coach
of work, so it was nice."
The hockey team has
Blasi thinks this team has as become so good that students
good a chance as any of win- aren't as swept up in its suc- out that region. Miami opened
the season at home against
ning Miami's First national title cess anymore.
in any sport.
The university planned to New Hampshire and split a
"We're equal in skill," he send a busload of students to pair of 6-3 games.
"Both sides are familiar
said, comparing this Miami Detroit for the CCHA semifiteam to the last few. "We're nals and title game. There was with each other," Blasi said.
just probably more of a veteran so little interest that the bus "We match up pretty well with
group and have been through was canceled.
each other."
"When I first got here, there
Yale headlines the East
quite a little bit here in the last
few years. We've been through was more because it was region, which also feasome tough battles in the new," Camper said. "Miami tures Air Force, Minnesotais still amazing, but when we Duluth and Union.
regionals and finals."
Boston College tops the West
The RedHawks have 10 made our first Frozen Four,
juniors and five seniors on the it was crazy. Now it's almost region, which also includes
roster. Seven of their players expected and people don't Colorado College, Nebraskahave been drafted by NHL realize how hard it is to get to Omaha and Michigan.
by the
And North Dakota hovers
teams, not the most of any the Final Four."
school but on the high side.
Miami opens against New above the Midwest region,
University Board of Student Publications.
Camper and forward Andy Hampshire (21-10-6) on which also has RPI, Western
Miele are among the 10 final- Saturday in Manchester, N.H., Michigan and Denver.
The Frozen Four is next
ists for the 1 lobey Baker Award in the Northeast region. Notre
honoring the top college player, Dame and Merrimack round weekend in St. Paul, Minn.
The following positions are available:
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Summer 2011
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New technology to cut costs for flight students
The fees cover maintenance, fuel,
flight instructor fees and aspects of
basic airport operation.
Next year, the fees will not
While fees might be increasing in
some schools, Jon McDermotl is increase.
"We are very aware of the cost of
working to curb the costs for his stuthis type of education," McDermott
dents as much as possible.
About lOOstudentsattheUniversiry said. "One thing we try to do at BGSU
are majoring in Flight Technology is add value to the $10,000."
McDermott said they've made
and Operations. McDermott, program director of Aviation Studies, some personnel changes, which
said those students pay about $10,000 allowed them to save some money
in flight fees each year in addition to for the students.
One way the program is savtuition and room and board.
"|The feel pays for basically renting ing money, McDermott said, is
the airplane, like you would rent a through upgrading systems with
new technology.
car," he said.
By Kate Snydw
In Focus Ecfoot

Instrument Approach Plates are
diagrams of airports, which allow a
pilot to land an aircraft when he or she
cannot see the runway. McDermott
said each plate at the University's
airport contains diagrams for every
airport in Ohio and Indiana. The
plates have to be updated every two
months, and those updates cost
$3,000 every year.
But McDermott said the program
is switching to iPads, which cost $500
each, and the software to update the
diagrams is free.

FLIGHT COURSES'COSTS
Kent Stata University (light
costs in spring 2010

Ohio University flight courses
2009-2010

Required classes:
Total cost - $45,000
Cost per credit hour - $3,214.29
Nonrequired classes:
Total cost - $9,020
Cost per credit hour - $2,255

Required classes:
Total cost - $48,244
Cost per credit hour - $1,608
Nonrequired classes:
Total cost-$11,649
Cost per credit hour - $1,664

Source: Kent Slate University
website

Source: Ohio University website

See COSTS | Page 9

TYLER STABILE I THE BG NEWS

How to prepare for takeoff
Kevin Cutright demonstrates some steps that are essential before flight

Aviation includes more
than the thrill of flying

TYLER STABLE i THEBf.NIWS
FAR LEFT: Culnght checks the engine and
propeller foe any damage and to make sure that
things are in proper working order,
LEFT: Checking the flaps for damage is another
important step in maintaining the pilots control
of the aircraft.
CENTER: Making sure the fuel is rkh and free
of water dilution ensures that the engine wilt run
properly
BOTTOM RIGHT: Cutright disengages
the cables securing the plane to the ground in
preparation for takeoff
BOTTOM LEFT: After clearance is granted
from ground control, the pilot is free to begin
his journey.

If I were taking a trip to New
Zealand and someone gave me a
choice between a first class plane
ticket or a ticket for a ship billed
"unsinkable," I would take the ship
every time.
1 don't like the feeling of not
being on the ground, 1 don't like
being in a tiny space with a horde
of strangers and I don't like the
headaches 1 get from the atmospheric pressure changes.
I don't like waiting in the airport. I don't like worrying about
possible crashes.

But I understand the appeal. 1
enjoy the history.
And even though I'm outing
myself to the University as having had a lame childhood, the
first celebrities I knew were the
Wright brothers.
Aviation has come a long way
since Orville and Wilbur. During
that first flight, nobody had to show
up to the airport three hours early.
There were no baggage checks or
tickets to lose.
There also wasn't any security,
and there wouldn't be for a long
time. At least not to the extent that
we see today.
Statistically, flying is safer than
driving, but catching a plane is still
See AVIATION | Page 9

Job market for future pilots
remains competitive, limited
Many students continue earning in-flight hours after
graduation to fly corporate, commercial aircrafts
ByMexFllby

flight time doing that," Wahl said.
"It's something that's exciting every
time you tum the key."
When Derek Wahl started at the
Although Wahl will graduate
University, he never thought he in 2012, he is already looking into
would graduate with the phrase the aviation job market. Until now,
"sky diving" on his resume.
aviation jobs have been extremely
Wahl is a junior aviation student limited due to a rise in pilot retirewho will fulfill his co-op this sum- ment age and downsizing after Sept.
mer by dropping sky divers above
West Virginia.
See MARKET | Page 9
"I'm really excited to build some
Assistant Web Editor
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From Page 8

are so high is because many
aviation programs don't get
much money from the state,
From Page 8
so schools rely on student fees,
Pilotsare required to fly with said IS) Galloway, chair of the
additional charts that cost Department of Aviation at
about $9 each with an update Ohio University. Another rearequired every six months. But son is because equipment and
on the iPad, McDermott said, fuel is so expensive.
they can download the softNew planes cost anywhere
ware for free.
from $200,000 to $600,000,
McDermott said major air- and fuel is $5 to $7 per gallon.
lines are beginning to make
"Youthinkthatmaintenance
the switch to iPads instead of on a car is a pain, the IFederal
paper copies of maps, and stu- Aviation Administration!
dents who graduate from the has redefined that for aviaUniversity knowing how to use tion," he said.
the online programs will be
Galloway said if a plane
that much more marketable.
burns eight gallons per hour,
"You can put that on your then the cheapest cost for one
resume—'I am iPad proficient hour of flight time is $40.
in aeronautics." he said.
The single greatest expense
Part of the reason flight fees in airlines, after personnel, is

fuel," Galloway said.
lunior )on I-luegemann, a
flight student at the University,
said the schools he looked at fur
aviation were Emory-Riddle,
Purdue and the University.
"1 didn't do much with
P.mbry-Riddle when I figured
out it was going to be $55,000 a
year," he said.
When Iluegemann arrived
at the University as a freshman,
he said it was about $8,000 for
a private license. $15,000 for a
commercial single and multiengine license and $16,000 for
an instrument rating.
Bmbry-Riddle
only
offered him a private
license for $10,000.
"That was three years ago,"
he said. "Prices might have
gone up."

said. "Sometimes they give
me hard time about being
'a glorified bus driver,' all in
good fun, of course."
Now, llelberg is a flight
instructor in the same program, which he has been
doing since fall 2008, almost
an entire year before he
received his undergraduate
degree in summer 2009.
llelberg did not plan on
becoming an instructor until
halfway through his flight
education. I le then decided it
would he a good way to build
flight time and experience as
he wailed for a good time to
enter the flight industry.
1 lis decision to stay at the
University to teach was also
the same reason he attended
as a student.
"It was just a really good
program, a good fleet of
airplanes," he said. "|It's| a
tight-knit community where
everybody knows everyone and everybody enjoys
being together. We're always
laughing, we're always having a good time."
He is in good company,
because all of the flight
instructors are University
graduates, llelberg said most
universities hire people this
way because the instructors
are familiar with the particular methods and policies
of the program. The length
of time with the program
largely depends on how well
the industry is doing.
But familiarity with the
program doesn't make

MARKET

though, we're finally coming
out of this little depression
we've been in land] jobs in
aviation are going to open up
again soon."
Since returning to the
University as chief flight
instructor, Smith continues
to work with Wahl and others like aviation senior Kevin
I .mi k Lauck will graduate
in May to become an aerial
photo pilot in Cincinnati.
Like Wahl. Lauck's job
will allow him to earn flight
hours to eventually become
a corporate pilot.
"It's an extremely competitive field with the slow
economy and everything,"
Lauck said. "There's nothing like it, though; every
time you take off it gets your

adrenaline pumping."
While Wahl and Lauck want
to become pilots, Smith and
other teachers in the aviation
department also work with
students to get jobs with Air
Traffic Control and in engineering The University's aviation engine#lng program is
new this year,Smith said.
And despite high competition in the aviation job market,
both Lauck and Wahl look forward to fulfilling their flight
times and applying for other
piloting jobs.
"Last summer I sent out
100 applications and only
got two responses, but it's
getting better," Wahl said.
"There's nothing like flying. 1
can't see myself just working
at a desk all day."

UNIVERSITY «CHIVES

HISTORY: A pilot checks a plane on the runway in 1943. The University purchased land east oi Ine cemetery and north of Poe
Road to use as an airport in 1942. according to the book "A History or Bowling Green State University" by James Overman. The
airport, named flicker Field, was originally used to train Navy pilots in the V-5 program Two hangars, a central control tower, runways and a building to be used as a hangar and repair shops were "constructed for the use of the V-5 unit." Overman stated

COSTS

tack on a couple hundred
hours for free."
After graduating, Wahl
may also look into becoming
a flight instructor in order to
complete his in-flight hours.
Catherine Smith, chief
flight instructor at the
University, works with Wahl
and others in the classroom
and air to earn flight hours.
Smith first worked at
the University as a flight
instructor in 1997 and left to
pursue other aerodynamic
options. Smith flew as a
commercial and cargo pilot
during her time away from
the University.
"The job market became
really competitive after 9/11
when everyone downsized,"
Smith said. "I think now,

From Page 8
11,2001, Wahl said.
In order to eventually
become a commercial, corporate or cargo pilot, Wahl
will have to eamffighthours
after graduating through
jobs like his co-op this summer. Depending on the airline or company. Wahl will
need between 1,000 and
1.500 hours of flight to fly a
commercial, cargo or corporate plane.
As a junior, Wahl has 250
hours of flight time.
"Here you have to pay
every time to earn flight
hours," Wahl said. "But this
summer I should be able to
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to actually see directly
through to people's skin
to check for illegal items,
From Page 8
but these machines have
risky business. This year since been pulled from
is the 10th anniversary of active use.
Sept. 11, and the aviation
But once passengers
industry is still working to board the plane and the
make flights'safer.
seat belt light is turned off,
No water bottles, no nail safety largely rests on the
clippers, no scissors and pilot and the crew. So take
now you have to take off a look at this month's In
your shoes through secu- Focus and learn about the
rity. Advanced imaging responsibility and passion
machines were being used ofthosewhocanfly.
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one in the airplane or in
his office, though he can
occasionally squeeze two
or three into his office.
Depending on the weather. Helberg gets to fly several
times a day, which he values as "an experience not
many people get to have."
Recreationally, flying is
expensive, so most of his
flight experience comes in
training others or building
his own hours.
Though it may only be
available largely for work
purposes, flight is something that continues to
inspire passion in Helberg
and his fellow pilots.
"There's no accident that
made you be 10,000 feet in
the air," Hueter said. "You
are doing this because you
have the ability, the knowledge and the skills to get up
there and get yourself back
on the ground safely."
llelberg stresses this
sense of adventure as crucial to the job, especially in
a tough and competitive
airline industry. Right now,
flight instructing is at the
top of Helberg's priorities,
but later he plans to get his
master's degree in business,
which would help him succeed in the corporate world
of the aviation industry.
"Usually when you're
starting off. you're kind of
afraid of going to a bigger
airport or going further
away, but you have to get
outside of your comfort
zone, out of your normal
bubble," he said. "Don't be
afraid to adventure out to
the next big thing."

Signing Speical

• Pet friendly community «

•NearBGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

instructing easier, llelberg
said he had to complete at
least an extra semester's
worth of work before giaduation. This included two written tests and a four-hour oral
examination with a Federal
Aviation Administration
examiner, topped off with a
two-hour flight test.
In spite of the technical
pressure, Helberg's biggest
worry about teaching was
relating to his students and
getting his points across.
Students in the program,
however, have given him positive feedback for his direct,
hut fun-loving attitude.
"He's not going to sugarcoat
it." said junior Ryan Hueter.
"He's very straightforward
and very matter-of-fact about
the issue. I le's not going to
make you feel good about
yourself if you messed up."
Senior Gary Huntz agrees
and said this also helps
build self-esteem by making sure to point out the
good points about students'
flights as well, even if a student may disagree.
Helberg thinks he has a
good relationship with his
students and maintains
a sense of humor, but
stresses the importance
of being direct, because
they need to know their
strengths and weaknesses
for safety purposes.
"We can joke around and
have fun when we are on
the ground, but when we
are in the airplane, it's all
business," I lelberg said.
Relating to the students
is important because his
sessions are all one-on-
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New technology to cut costs for flight students
ByKateSnydcr
In Focus Editor

While lees might he increasing in
some schools. Ion McDermott is
working to curb the cosis rot his students ;is much as possible.
About 100 studentsat the University
an' mooting in Might technology
and Operations. McDerinoti. program director of Aviation Studies,
said those students pay aboutS10,000
in flight lees each ycai in addition to
tuition and room and board.
"(The feel pays for basically renting
the airplane, like you would rent a
car." he said

I he tees covci maintenance, fuel.
Ilighl instructor fees and aspects of
basic airport operation,
Next year, the fees will not
increase.
"Wc are very aware of the cost ol
this type of education. McDermott
said '()ne thing we try to do at lit 'SI I
isaddvaluetotheSlti.iHltl.
McDermott said they've made
some personnel changes, which
allowed them to save some money
for the students.
One way the program is saving money. McDermott said, is
through upgrading systems with
new technology.

Instrument Approach Plates are
diagrams of airports, which allow a
pilottolandanaircraftwhenheoi she
caniini see the runway. McDermott
said each plate at the University's
airport contains diagrams for every
airport in Ohio and Indiana. The
plates have to hi' updated even,' two
months, and those updates cost
$3,000 every year.
Hut McDermott said the program
is switching to iPads, which cost $500
each, and the software to update the

diagrams is free

FLIGHT COURSES'COSTS
Kant State University flight
costs in spring 2010

Ohio University flight courses
2009-2010

Required classes.
Total cost - $45,000
Cost per credit hour - $5,214 29
Nonrequired classes:
Total cost - $9,020
Cost per credit hour - $2,255

Required classes.
Total cost - $48,244
Cost per credit hour - $1,608
Nonrequired classes:
Total cost-$11,649
Cost per credit hour - $1,664

Source: Kent Slate University
website

Source: Ohio Uniivrsirv uvbsite

See COSTS | Page 9

LEARN
University flight instructor reflects on his years
as both an aviation student and teacher
By Bobby Waddle

His fascination led him'
to become the first pilot
When Brian Helberg was In his family by attending
12 years obl, his father per- the University's Aviation
formed an airport resurfacing Studies program.
Job. I lelhergjoinedhim.
"My family thinks it's neat
Spending the summer that I'm doing what 1 love to do
at the airport profoundly and something that not a lot of
affected Helberg, and he. was people experience," Helberg
transfixed by the world of
See HELBERG
■ <on and the Idea of con•IlingaDuirplaru:.
Reporter

■

How to prepare for takeoff
Kevin Cutright demonstrates some steps that are essential before flight
TYLER STABLE

FAR LEFT: Cutright checks the engine and
propeller to* any damage and to make sure that
things are m pioper wofking order
LEFT: Checking the flaps lot damage is another
important step in maintaining the pilots control
of the aircraft
CENTER:''
f Viatel
iiion ensuies that the enr

BOTTOM RIGHT: C .might disengages
ihecables
'ironndin
^reparation for •■>

Aviation includes more
than t etnn of flying

h

KATESNYDER
INFOCUS EDITOR

1
If I were taking a trip to New
Zealand and someone gave me a
choice between a first class plane
ticket or a ticket lor a ship hilled
"nnsinkahle," I would take the ship
every time.
I don't like the feeling of not
being on the ground. I don't like
being in a tiny space with a horde
nl strangers and I don't like the
headaches I get from the atmospheric pressure changes.
I don't like waiting in the airport. I don't like worrying about
possible crashes.

Hut I understand the appeal. I
enjoy the history
And even though I'm outing
myself to the University as having had a lame childhood, the
first celebrities I knew were the
Wright brothers.
Aviation has come a long way
since Orville and Wilbur. During
thai first I'ligln. nobody had to show
up to the airport three hours early.
There were no baggage checks or
tickets to lose.
There also wasn't any security,
and there wouldn't he for a long
time. Al leasi not to the extent that
we see today.
Statistically, flying is safer than
driving, hut catching a plane is still
See AVIATION |P.«je 9

Job market for future pilots
remains competitive, limited
Many students continue earning in-flight hours after
graduation to fly corporate, commercial aircrafts
By Max Filby

flight time doing that," Wahl said.
"It's something that's exciting every
time you turn the key."
When Derek Wahl started at the
Although Wahl will graduateUniversity, he never thought he in 2012, he is already looking into
would graduate with the phrase the aviation job market. Until now.
"sky diving'' on his resume.
aviation jobs have been extremely
Wahl is a junior aviation student limited due to a rise in pilot retirewho will fulfill his co-op this sum- ment age tind downsizing after Sept.
mer by dropping sky divers above
West Virginia.
See MARKET | Page 9
"I'm really excited to build some
Assistant Web Editor
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said. "Sometimes they give
me hard lime aboul being
a glorified bus driver.' all in
good fun, of course"
Now. Ilelbetg is ;i flight
instructor in the same pro
gram, which he lias been
doing since fall 2008, almost
an entire year before he
received his undergraduate
degree in summer 2000.
Ilelbetg did not plan on
bei ominganinstructoruntil
halfway through his flight
educal ic in. Hel hen decided it
would be a good way to build
UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

HISTORY: A pilot checks a plane on the runway in 1945 The University purchased land easl <>( the < • i
Road to use as an anporl in 1942. according to the book "A History ol Bowling Green State University" by James Overi'r
airport, named Bricler Field, was originally used to Ham Navy pilots in the V-5 program Two hangars, a central control; .. ■
ways and a building to be used as a hangar and repair shops were "constructed lor the use ol the V-5

COSTS
From Page 8

Pikrts are required to fly with
additional charts thai cost
about $9 each with an update
tequireii evci y six miniths. Hut
on the IPad McDermott said,
they can download the software for tree,
McDermott said major airlines are beginning to make
the switch to iPads instead of
paper copies ol maps, and students who graduate from the
University knowinghow to use
the online programs will be
that mm li more marketable.
"You can put thai on yotu
resume 'I am iPad proficient
in .11 ronautjcs.'" he said
Part of the reason flight fees

MARKET

arc sn high is because many
aviation programs donl gel
much money from the state,
SO schools rely on student Ices,
said HI Galloway, chair of the
Department of Aviation at
Ohio University Another reason is bet ause equipment and
fuel is so expensive.

New planes cosl anywhere
from $21)0.0110 to $600,000,

and fuel is $5 to $7 per gallon.
Yoiilhinklhalmaintenance
on a car is a pain, the [Federal
\\ iation Administration]
lias redefined thai lor aviation,' he said.
Galloway said il a plane
burns eight gallons per hour,
then the cheapest cosl for one
how offlighl lime is sill.
! In' single greatest expense
in airlines, alter personnel, is

lack on a couple hundred

hours foi free

From Page 8

II, 2001, Wahl said.
In order to eventually
become a commercial, corporate or cargo pilot. Wahl
will have 10 eam fright hours
after graduating through
jobs like his co-op this sum
incr. Depending on the airline or company. Wahl will
need between 1.000 and
1,500 hours of flight to fly a
commercial, cargo or corpo
rate plane.
As a junior, Wahl has 250
hours of flight time.
"Here you have to pay
every lime to earn flight
hours," Wahl said. "Hut this
summer I should be able to

After graduating. Wahl
may also look into becoming
a flight instiin tin in oidei lo
complete his in-flight hours.
Catherine Smith, duel
flight instructor al the
University, works with Wahl
and others in the classroom
and air to earn llight hours.
Smith first worked at
the University as a flight
instructor in 1997 and left lo
puisne other aerodynamic
options. Smith lieu as a
commercial and cargo pilot
during hei lime awa) from
the University.
'The job market became
really competitive alter 9/11
when everyone downsized,"
Smith said. I think now.

*rVYWOODAPTS

A

Studies/1 lidtni

I mln\ Kiddle when I figured

out it was going to be $55,000 a
year," he sit id.
When liuegcmann arrived
at the University asa freshman,
be said it wasaboul $8,000 foi
a private license. $15,000 for a
commercial single and multiengine license and $16,000 for
an instrument rating.
Embry-Riddlc
only
offered him a private
license lor $10,000.
'That was three years ago
he said, "Prices might have
gone up."

though, we're finally coming
out of this little depression
we've been in [and] jobs in
aviation are going to open up
again soon
Since returning to the
University, as chief flight
instructor, Smith continues
to work with Wahl and others like aviation senioi Kevin
Lauck. Lauck will graduate
in May to become an aerial
photo piloi in Cincinnati,
hike Wahl. I.aucks job
will allow him to earn Might
hours to eventually bee ome

a corporate pilot.
"It's an extremely cum
petitive field with the slow
economy and everything,"
Lauck said. "There's nothing like it. though; ever)
time you takeoff it gels youi

VILLAGE
R

1

M

£

he waited lor a good time to
entei the flight industry.
His decision lo stay at the!
University to teach was also
the same reason he attended
asa student.
"Il was just a really good
program, a good fleel ol
airplanes, he said. "|lt's| a
tight-knit community where
everybody knows everyone and everybody enjoys
being together. We're always
laughing, we're always having a good time."
He is in good company,

because all of the flight
instructors are University
graduates Helbergsaid most
universities hire people this
way because the instructors
are familiar with the particular methods and policies
of the program. The length
of time with the program
hugely depends on how well
the industry is doing.
Hut familiarity with the
program doesn't
make

adrenaline pumping
While Wahl and I auckwani
lo become pilots. Smith and
other teachers in the aviation
department also work with
students lo get jobs with Air
traffic Control and in engi
neciing. The University's aviation engineering program is
new this year, Smith said.
And despite high competition in the aviation job market,
both lauck and Wahl look for
waul to fulfilling then flight
times and applying for olhet
piloting jobs.
"Last summei I senl oul
100 applications and only
goi two responses, but it's
gelling better." Wahl said
There's nothing like flying. I
can't see myself jusl working
at a desk all day."
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fuel," (lallouay said.
lunior |on liucgcniann. a
Might student at the University,
said the schools he looked at for
aviation were I nilirv Riddle,
Purdue and the University,
"I didn't do much with

flight time and experience as

Other Locations

instructing easier llelbeig
said he had to complete at
least an extra semester's
worth of work before gradua
lion. Ibis Included two written tests and a four-hour oral
examination with a Federal
Aviation
Administration
examiner, topped off with a
two-hour flight test.
In spile ol (he technical
pressure, llelberg's biggest
worry about teat hing was
relating to his students and
getting Ins points across.
Students in the piogram,
however, have given him positive feedback lor his direct,
but lun loving attitude.
"He's not going tosugarco.it
it." said junior Ryan Huetei
"He's very straightforward
andver) matter-of-fact about
the issue, He's not going to
make you feel good about
yoursell ifyou messed up."
Senioi Gary Hunt/ agrees
and said this also helps
build self-esteem by mak
ing sure to point out the
good points about students'
flights as well, even il a -Indent may disagree.
llelbeig thinks he has a
good relationship with his
students and maintains
a sense of humor, but
stresses the importance
ol being direct, because
they need to know their
si lengths and weaknesses
for safely purposes
"We can joke around and
have fun when we arc on
the ground. Inn when we
arc in the airplane, it's all
business." Helbergsaid.
Relating to the students
is important because bis
sessions arc all one on

AVIATION
From Page 8

risky business. Ibis year
is the loth anniversary of
Sept n, and the aviation
industry is still working to
make flights safer.
No water botiles.no nail
clippers, no scissors and
now you have to take oil
your shoes through security. Advanced imaging
mat bines w ere being used

one in the airplane or in
his office, though he can
occasionally squeeze Iwo
or three into his office.
Depending on the weather. I lelberg gets to fly several
limes a day. which he values as an experience not
many people get to have
Recreationally, flying is
expensive. SO most of Ills
llight experience c omes in
training others or building
his own hours.
I bough il may only be
available largely for work
purposes flight is some
thing that continues to
inspire passion in I lelberg

and his fellow pilots.
"There's no ai i idem thai
made you be 10.000 feel in
the air," Huetei said "You
are doing this bee ause you
have the ability, the knowl
edge and ihe skills to gel up
there and get yoursell back
on l he ground safely.
I lelberg stresses Ibis
sense ol adventure as crucial lo the job, especially in
a tough and competitive
airline industry. Right now.
flight instructing is at the
top of llelberg's priorities,
but later he plans to get his
master's degree in business,
which would help him succeed in the corporate world
of the aviation industry.
"Usually when you're
starting off, you're kind of
afraid of going to a bigger
airport ol going further
away, but you have to get
oiilside ol your comfort
/one. out ol your normal
bubble.' he said. "Don't be
afraid to adventure out to
the next big thing."

to ac tually see directly
through to people's skin
to check for illegal items,
bin these machines have
since been pulled from
active use.
Bui once passengers
board the plane and the
seat belt light is turned off,

safety larger) rests on the
pilot and the crew. So lake
a look at this month's In
Focus and learn about the
responsibility and passion

of those who can fly.
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New technology to cut costs for flight students
By K.ili'Snydvr

While fet's might be increasing in
some schools, Inn McDermotl is
■An:, in.; to curb ihe rusts ten his students as much as possible,
Aboul lOOstudentsattheUniversii)
are majoring in Might technology
,ind Operations. McDermotl, program director of Aviation Studies,
saidthose students pa) about$10,000
in tligln fees each yeat in addition to
tuition and room and board
"IThefee pays
MI alh renting
the airplane, like you would inn .1
car," he said

1 he fees covei maintenani e, fuel,
flight instructoi fees and aspects ol
basil airport operation,
Next year, the fees will not
increase
We are verj aware ol the cost ol
this type 11I education." McDermotl
said. 'One thing we tr) lodoatBt iSU
is add value to the $10,000."
McDermotl said they've made
some personnel changes, which
allowed them to save some mone)
tin the students,
One way the program is sa\
mn money, McDermotl said, is
through upgrading systems with
new technology

Instrument Approach Plates are
diagrams of airports, which allow a
pilottolandanain
nhi orshe
cannot see the runwa) McDermotl
said each plate ;it the Univei sit] s
airport contains diagrams fm ever)
airport in Ohio and Indiana, rhe
plates have to be updated every two
months, and those updates cosi
$3,000 every yeat
Hut McDermotl said the program
is switching to iPads,which< ost$ 100
eat li. .mil the software to update the
diagrams is free

FLIGHT COURSES'COSTS
Kent St.it,? University flight
costs in spring 2010

Required c is.es
I 545.000
III hour - $5,214 29
Noniequired classes:
Total cost • $9,020
Cost per credit hour - $2,255

Source: Kent State University
website

Ohio University flight courses
2009 2010

Total cost - $48,244
Cost pei
•
t

t -1
: hour - $1,664

Source: Ohio University website

COSTS

LEARNINUTO FLY
University flight instructor reflects on his years
as both an aviation student and teacher
By Bobby Waddle

His fascination led him
to become the first pilot
When Brian Helberg was in his family by attending
12 years old, his father per- the University's Aviation
formed an airport resurfacing Studies program.
"My family thinks it's neat
job ilelbergjoinedhim.
Spending the summer that I'm doing what Hove to do
.at the airport profoundly and something that not a lot of
affected Helberg, and he was people experience," Helberg
liiirislixed by the world of
HELBERG
ivi.iUnn and the idea of conullmgauahplanj;.
Reporter

How to prepare for takeoff
me steps that an

viation incuces more
than the thrill of f ng
♦ .. .
1 \,
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II I were taking a tup to New
Zealand and someone gave me a
choice between .1 liist class plane
ticket oi ,i ticket for a ship hilled
unsinkable," I would take the ship
every time
I don t like the feeling ol noi
being on the ground, I don'l like
being in a liny space with a horde
ol strangers and I don't like the
headai lies I gel from the anno
spheric pressure changes.
I don'l like waiting in the air
port. I don't like worrying aboul
possible crashes

Km I understand the appeal. I
enjo) the history.
And {■'.en though I 111 outing
m) sell in the t Iniversitj as having had a lame childhood, the
first celebrities I knew were the
Wright brothers
Wiation has come ,1 long way
since Orvillc and Wilbur. During
that first flight, nobody had to show
up lo Ihe airpoi i three hours early.
I hcic were no baggage checks 01
tickets io lose.
["here also wasn't any security,
and there wouldn't be lor a long
limt Al least in it to the extent that
we see todaj
Statistii ally, flying is safer than
driving, but catching a plane is still
See AVIATION Page 9

Job market for future pilots
remains competitive, limited
Many students continue earning in-flighl hours after
graduation to fly corporate, commercial aircrafts
ByMuFilby
Assistant Web Editor

flight time doing that," Wahl said.
"It's something that's exciting every
nine you turn the key."
When Derek Wahl Marled at the
Although Wahl will graduate
University, he never thought he in 2012. he is already looking into
would graduate With the phrase the aviation job market Until now.
"sky diving" on his resume.
aviation jobs have been extremely
Wahl is a junior aviation student limited due io a rise in pilot retirewho will fulfill his co-op this sum- ment age and downsizing after Sept.
mer by dropping sky divers above
West Virginia.
See MARKET | Page 9
"I'm really excited to build some
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Pilots arc required toflywiih
additional charts thai cost
aboi I $9 each with .MI update
required ever) six months, But
mi the il'.icl. Mel ii'imuii said,
they can download the soft
ware for free.
McDermotl said majoi ail
lines are beginning to make
the switch to iPads instead ol
paper copies ol maps, and stu
dents who gniduate from the
University knowing how to use
iln' online pn)grams will be
thai much more marketable.
'urn can put that on ymii
resume 'lamil' idprofii
1

I'.i:

fl
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ll.2001,Wahlsaid
In orilcr to eventually
bei nine a commen ial, cot
porate oi cargo pilot, Wahl
will have ID earn flight hours
aftei graduating through
jobs like his co-op this sun:
im i I lepending on the ait
line or company, Wahl will
need between 1,000 and
1.500 hum- ol flight to ll\ a
commen ial, i argo oi corpo
rate plane
As a junior, Wahl has 250
hours ol flight time.
"Here you have lo pay
every lime lo earn flight
hours. Wahl said. "But this
suminei I should be ahlr to

are so In^h is because many
aviation programs don't gel
much mone) from the state,
so schools rely on student fees,
said i!| Galloway, chaii of the
Department of Aviation at
Ohio University Another reason is bci ause equipment and
fuel is so expensive,
New pi,incs cost anywhere
from $200,000 to $600,000,
and rue) is$5to$7 pet ga)k>n.
"Youthinkthatmaintenam e
on a car is a pain, the IFederal
Aviation Administra
has redefined that [oi avia
linn.' I
(iallowa) said ii ,i plane
burns i ight gallons per hour,
then HUM hcapesl cost for one
liniii of flight timeis$ 10
■I ■ ■ il -i expense
lines, aftei personnel, is

fuel," I riilloway said.
lunior Ion I luegemann, a
flight student at the i Inivi
said the sch(Hilshekx>kedat for
aviation were I mbry Riddle,
Purdue and the University
I ilulni do much with
I m!n\ Kiddle when I figured
out it was going to he $55,000 a
year," he said
When I-'luegcmann arrived
at the University as a freshman,
he said it wasalxiul $8,000 foi
,i private licet
I foi ;i
commen ial single and iiuilii
i ngine license and Slfi IKM) foi
,in instrumeni
iin'm Riddle
only
offered him
i pi
In ense (oi $10,0(111

laek mi a i ouple hundred
houi
\itei graduating, Wahl
also look into bei oi
,i flighi insti in toi in ordei lo
complete his in flighi hour*
i athei ine Smith, chiei
flight instructor al the
University, works with Wahl
and others in the classroom
and air to earn flighi hours
Smith first worked al
the University as a
instructoi in 1997 and
I>ni aie otiiet aerodynamic
options. Smith flew as a
commercial and cargo pilot
during net lime away from
the University
I IK job market became
really competitive aftei 9 11
when everyone downsized."
Smith said. "I think now.

thoui
out ill this hill.- d
been in and jobs in
aviation are going to opi
again sunn
Since returning m the
Univei ity a
instructor, Smith continues
in work with Wahl and oth
ers like a\ iation scnioi Kevin
I tin k I..111.
in May lo ...
aerial
photopilol in 1 im innaii
Like Wahl, [.auck's job
will allow him lo
ome
.11 orporate pilol
"It's an extremely com
petitive field wtth the slow
, 1 on,.1,:, and
I auck said
1 here's 110th
ing like it. ihou
timeyoutal
youi

adrenaline pumpi
While Wahl andl aui I
•line pilots, Smith anil
olhei teai hers in the aviation
department also work with
students lo gel jobs with \ii
traffic Control anil in
neering. Ihe 1 Iniversity's avia
nun engineering program is
; 1 year,Smith -.ml
And ile-pile high 11 :
tion in the aviation job market,
both Laud and Wahl !•
ward lo full
limes and ap|
othei
pilotin
"Last summei I sent out
100 applications and only
got two responses, bul
gelling bettei
V, ihl
1 here - nothing like fly i
1.1111 see myscll in-.' ivorking
Ii sk all day,
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said. "Sometimes thi
me hard time about being
;i glorified bus driver,' all in
good fun, of course
Now, llclberg is ,i flight
instructor in the same prn
gram, which he has hern
doing since fall 2008, almost
an entire ycai before he
received his undergraduate
' ,n summei 2009.
I lelherg did not plan on
bei omingan instmi toi until
halfwit) through his flight
nine .mini i lethendei ided ■'
would he a good way to build
flight time and experiem eas
he waited foi ,i good time to
entet the flight industry
His decision to stay ;it the
University to teach was also
the same reason he attended
as a student.
it was just ,i really good
im .i good fleet ol
airplanes, he said
tight-knit < ommunity where
everybody knows even
one and evi i
beingtogcthei Werealways
laughing, we'i
ingn good lime
lie is
iiiiip.in,
because .ill ol thi
instructors are Uni
graduates. I lelherg said m
universities hire people this
waj because the instructoi •
are familial with the par
licular methods and polii ies
ol the program. I hi lei
of lime with the p
largely depends on how well
the industry isdoing
Nut familiarity with die
program doesn't

instructing easiei Helberg
said he had lo complete at
least an extra semester worth of wort before gradua
lioi I his mi luded two writ
ten tests and a four-houi oral
examination with .i I ederal
Aviation
Administration
examiner, 'upprd oil with a
two houi I light lest.
III spite oi the lechnii al
pressure llelberg's biggest
worry about teai hing was
relating to his students and
getting his poini across,
Students in the program,
howcvci hi
ipositive feedh u i foi his
but fun-loving attitude.
"He's not going to sit
ii
iid juniot Ryan I lui
"I Ic s vet
itraightforward
andven mallei of-fai I about
the issue I Ic's not going lo
make you feel good about
ifyou messed up."
Scnioi' ..ii\ I luntz agrees
and said this also helps
build sell esteem by mak
lire lo point out the
good points about students'
flights as well even il .i -.iu

one in the airplane or in
in- HI I H r. though he < an
oi i asionall) squeeze two
oi three into his offii e
Depending on the weath
er, Helberg gets to fly several
times .i day, winch he values .i
an experience not
manj people get to have
Kccrcationally, I King is
expensive so most ol bis
flighi experiem e i omes in
innning others or building
his own hours
I hough ii may onh be
irgely foi work
purposes flighi is some
thing ll
nues to
inspire passion in Nell
and his fellow pilots
I here's no
dcnl thai
made you bi
the air," I luetet
■ doing this rn
have the ability,
• and the skills in g.i up
there and get yoursi I
on thi ground safely
Helberg stresses this
sense ol adventure as 11
rial lo the job, especially
a lough and competitivi
airline industry. Right now
flight instructing is ai the
lop ol llelberg's priorities,
but later he plans to get his
master's degree in business,
which would help him sue
ceed in the corporate world
ol the aviation industry.
"Usually when you're
starting off, you're kind of
: ol gomg in a bigger
in port oi going further
but you have to get
outside ol your comfort
out oi your normal
bubble.' he said. "Don't be
afraid to adventure out to
(I lug thing.'

(lent 111.-

Helberg think- he has a
good relationship with his
students and maintains
rise ol humor, hut
stresses the importance
ol being dire< t, bei ause
the)
• now theii
strengths and weaknesses
for safet; purpo ,i in joke .ion
have fun when we are on
the ground, but when we
in the airplane, it s nil
• ng to the students
is important because his
•. ms
ill HI

AVIATION
I
business. I his yeai
is ihe inifi anniversary ol
Sept. 11, and the aviation
industry is still working to
make flights safci
\o w.itei bullies.nu II,ill
i Uppers, no si issoi - and
you have lo take oil
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mat hineswerebeinguseil

; lally see directly
through to people's skin
to i hei k foi illegal items,
but thi -. machines have
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ai live use.
Mm ome passengers
bo,ml ihe plane and the
• bell light is turned off,
safety largely rests on the
pilot .lllil the l lew Su lake
a look al tin- month's In
1 oi us and learn about the
responsibility and passion
ol those who can fly,
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Visit us on our Website for our

2011-2012
FULL LISTING!

■ Reduced Rate in

.Votv accepting applications for

March 2011 •

SPRING/SUMMER
LEASES 2011

Apartments Available •

Sign one yen lease, gel liall
of I" niondi's rinl I HI I!

Minutes from BGSU .

Signing Speical

Semester Leases

■V.u Bl IM

■ Pel friendly community ■

■Private p
•I xtra storage
•Pctswck
% •Short-term leases available

Other Locations

MECCA
Management Inc.

I leal included

meccabg.com

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

• 419-352-7691 mo t

(im Napoleon Knad
in Bowling Green

1st

419-352-6335

OFFICE HOURS:
'Summer and semester
Uon-Fri 8-130
leans available!
,,,„,,.

School Year

-gr -g

You don't have to live like this...

419-352-9378

045 N Mam St Bowling Green. OH 43402

419.353.5800

ONE MONTH FREE RENT!
with 12 month lease.
Good through 3 31 11

BENTWOOD ESTATES
• 3 or 4 Bedroom Houses
• Air Conditioning
• Garages
• Dishwashers

WE ALSO OFFER:
> Free Gas (Heat. Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 laundromats

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & ? Bed'oom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Tiash

> Free DVD Library

WINTHROP TERRACE

*nx

• Microwaves
•Washer and Dryer

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd ■ 419.352.9135
Email: winlhrop 9erdenich.c0m
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-Jpm, Sal 1 lam-3pm

(419)352-0717
GREENBRIAR, INC. www.GreenbriarRentals.com

CLASSIFIEDS

10 Thursday. March 24.2011

Help Wanted
ACCOUNT CLERK
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Pay Band 1 $12 48-$15.60/hr.
Part-time poiidon to work in
average of 24 hour* per weak or
approximiWy 1,250 hour* annu■illy Thli part-time, non-bargaininy hourly position Is responsible
tor processing nooauvy paperwork (or purchase of
malarial* Bupplie*. documenting
ot receivable* or processing ol
payroll Enters, print* and distribute* purchase orders; prepares
vendor expense invoices (goods
or services) tor processing; enters
vendor invoice data (goods Of
service*) Into account* payable
program tor payment, processes
expense/accounts payable
check*, enters payroll data,
prepare* recelpta lor daily receivable*; run* payables/receivables
reporla, preparea bank deponta;
reconciles bank atatement*, tiles
payable*.receivable* paperwork.
responds to citizens Inquiries
Two-year college certificate or
equivalent; three to tlve years
relevant experience; or any combination ot education, training and
work experience which provides
the required skill sets to perform
the essential functions of the job.
Applicants must complete an
application packet that is
available in the Personnel
Department of the City of BG,
304 N Church Street. BG OH
43402-2399. (Resumes alone
are unacceptable ) Copies of the
complete k>b description will be
provided to applicant*. For more
information call the Personnel
Department at (419)354-6200.
E-mail address:

BG

NEWS

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
liif Hi. Ntwn will noi knowingly
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Do you want
to see
blogs, archives,
polls and
more stories?
check us out online:

For more information or to access
the on-line application go to:
http://www.boohio.oro/deDartI '
MlflTfltlisll
Deadline for making application Is
4:30 p.m. Aprtl 8,2011. AA/EEO
11fNuiNui up to a^uu.aay
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-985-6520 x174.

IBMH

Logo Designer needed,
excellent opportunity, submit
resume with sample design work
to P.O. Box 1045. BG, OH 43402
" Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex, hrs, only 15
mln from BG. Apply in person at
465 W Oussel Dr., Maumee. OH
(419)893-2290
Play Sports! Have Funl Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports. Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:
campcedaf.cgm
Toiedo.com and Thrive Internet
Marketing Is currently seeking
summer interns. Come have fun
with us this summer, build your
portfolio and learn about what It's
like to work at the agency level
We are looking tor students
Interested in working as writers.
social media managers, web
design and development Interns,
videographers and photographers. Please send a resume,
cover letter (hint: we read these)
and links to your portfolio to:
Brantlygthriyeim.com
Waitresses/bartenders needed at
Doc's Restaurant Apply in person
at 18825 Main St. Tontogany.OH.
419-823-4081

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted
Part-Time 8easonai
Park Laborer-Oardener.
Bowling Qreen Parks A Rec.
Pay 86 00 per hour.
The Ctty of Bowling Green's
Parks * Recreation Department Is
seeking a qualified, dependable
Individual lor three (3) part-time
seasonal gardener position*,
spring through (all This I* a
part-time, temporary position
without fringe benefit* Individuals
must be et least 18 years old and
have e valid driver's license. Previous experience with gardening,
plant management, landscaping,
turt management, email tractora,
ground* maintenance, and motor
driven gardening equipment la
beneficial Must be eble to work
llexlble schedule between 20 and
40 hours per week tor the full
term ot the seasonal employment
including possible evening end
weekend hours Employment will
be through a temporary agency
Individuals hired will not be
City of Bowling Green employees
Temporary agency applications
are available In the City's
Personnel Department located at
304 North Church Street, BG, OH
or online at:
nttp "'wwv. bguh.io.orB'departmant«/per*onnel-deoartmant/

empJoyiDenl-ocporluoiueB

(Resumes alone unacceptable)
Completed application* *hould be
returned to the Personnel
Department For more information
please contact the Personnel
Department by phone at
(419) 354-6229. or by email at:
Applications will be accepted until
positions are filled. AA/EEO
I

For Sale

WWWBGNEWS.COM

I

Locally owned 2000 Chevy Blazer
174.000 miles, well-maintained,
4 whl drv, good tires, works great.
Transmission and engine recently
rebuilt, very nice vehicle: S3,500.
Call Gene at 419-387-3250 or
contact: genemdragoni8msn.com

For Rent
' Lrg 3 a 4 BR apts, $650 & up.
recently updated, smalt pets ok
619 High St Call 218-337-6010
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WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

400 E. Napoleon Road
Bowling Green

419-352-9135
Email: winthrop@gerdemch com

WWW.WINTHR0PTERRACE.COM
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&E iHeat Water

Codong)
High Speed Internet
Basic Cable
Resident Shuttle
DVD Library
Water S Trash

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

130-134 Liberty SI-1 S 2BR,

426 E Wooster. 3 bedroom,
$950/mo, utils me, avail 8/2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES, HOUSES. HOUSES!
All pet friendly!
4BR houses w/A/C,W/D.
239 Manville -$750/mo,
249 Manville - $825/mo.
3BR houses
227 S. College - $750/mo,
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman.
www.trobo*erental*.com

$425-$6O0/mo .gas/elec, DAV
Newly updated, great location,
available in June & Aug.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Call 419-354-6036.
2 QR & 3BR houaes,
SOOOmo ♦ utilities
Avail. Aug. Call 419-352-4850

1,2 & 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

2, 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011.

130 Washington - 1BR 8 2BR's .
S425-$650/mo ♦ all utils.
Walking distance to campus &
downtown, laundry on site.
Call 419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

in

1"

1, 2 S 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

11-12 houses remain, apts/efflc
all next to campus. 419-353-0325.
also see CartyRentals.com
Also 2 BR apt avail immediately!
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"Felicity'' star Russell
i Thomas of the NBA
i Maker of tires and tennis
balls
' Present opening?
*■■
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1 8I Silicon Valley city
39 Band aid?
) Grammy category 40 Bust
) Met expectations? 41 2000 World Series I
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44 Ready for battle
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45 Army attack helicopter
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carriers
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I Designer Gucci
50 Flowering plant
"My country _ ..."
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30) Swelling
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Additive sold at Pep 63 Yucatan youngsters
B
°ys
55 Hoofed it
Pembroke or
56 Roker and Rosen
Cardigan dogs
59 Bank deposit?
36 Start of an apology 60 ABout, 0 ,n||ion kl|
38 View horn Edinburgh 63 valentine symbols
1 Hardly a walk in the park
64 '80s-'90s Honda
5 "American "
model
51 Carnival starting point?
9 Provoke
65 Critical
52 Blood specification
13Russoof -Tin Cup"
54 "Gotcha!"
14 Heavyweight fight?
57 Hydroelectric structure
15 Snoring cause, perhaps
58 Plant at Sotheby's?
17 Lodging surplus?
61 Busted
19 Settles in
62 Investment in fine fabric?
20 Versace creation?
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49 Scholarship drive donor

1(2 Bedroom Apartments
S99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat S Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www. varsltysquareapts. com
1 room ettlc, shared bath,
co-ed only, lurn, avail 7/15/11.
2BR apt avail June 1, $500/mo,
3BR house, avail Aug 15, 2011,
large 3BR apt, avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.

Ms

■

WINTHROPTERRACE

brought to you by & SUMMIT TERRACE

Pets welcome. Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4458.
www.rutterdudley.com
2BR apts. dose to campus and
downtown, very nice. $610/mo.
121 E. Court St, 419-352-0300
3BR apt. S College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. S775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981
4 BR house, 1st block ot Manville,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239

Brick home. 2BR, nice, near
campus, $750/mo, avail 7/2011.
Call 352-6882.
Ettlc, 1 & 2 BR apts, May or Aug.
For more Info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghover*on®woh.rr.com
Large 1BR, near campus.
Avail Fall 2011,$475/mo,
utilsincl Call 419-352-5882.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartmentel, Houses! Condos!
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 S. Main St. BG.

May -12 month lea***
230 N. Enterprise -1br - $380/mo
322 E. Court - 1br - $440/mo.
453 S Prospect - tbr - $330/mo.
266 Manville - 2br -$590/mo.
837 3rd St - 3br - $825/mo.
www.BGApartmenta.com
419-352-8917

419-352-5620
Room for rent, S. College,
$300/mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981.

May houses, close to campus:
521 Pike -2BR, 248 Troupe -3BR,
5 & 6 BR houses available.
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings

U

N

t

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU.
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070

v

WILLOW
HOUSE
Leasing OfBcc Located at
I045N M.miSi

Willow House Apts.
830 4,h St,
•1 Bedroom*
•1 Bath*
•Dishwasher4
•Garbage Disposal*
•Air Conditioning*
•Free Off Street Parking*

419-353-5800
meccabg.com

MECCA
Management Inc.

Speedy
Burnto S
FREt
DELIUERV

SpeeduBurritos.coiri
A

J SAVE MONEY • EAT HEALTHY

> Short. Six- and eight-week sessions
> Focused. Small class sizes

meat Deal

> Convenient. On campus. Online. Abroad. On the beach,
> Undergraduate and graduate courses available
> More than 1.000 classes including 300+ online

ENTER TO WIN A

TWo separate winners
Drawings on
March 1 & April 1

$100
book scholarship

" BQ1-credit card friendly
* Open dally until 3 a.m

redeemable at
any local bookstore with any
purchase at Speedy Burrito!

UnilllllTED

visit us at lacnbook speedyburritos

419-806-4727

ENTR

E

DOMI

First 6-week session
8-week session
Second 6-week session

BGSU

:■

May 1 li I II in' 24
In in' 13-August 5
111 iii' 27-August 5

HJ.U'r'T

http://summer.bgsu.edu

til I tRIES!
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425 E. WOOSTER
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